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QHA,P'rER I . . 
INTRODUCTION 
':l;eria.ernes"s :1,."s certairi:l:y a factot of prime' impo'rtari.~e in. deted;minirig 
·tqe eatin~ qualf~y of meat.· Holl!evei;, it .has provec;l to be diff'icult to 
obt:~in an. ol?j ective measure, of tenderness whi.ch cor+esponds :with the 
subjec~ive evaluation by a p~Q.el c:,f judges. M~sti.cation involvE!.s a .num-
ber of physical proc;:esse~; incluc;ling shearing, tea?,":i,ng, pull::1,ng, cutting, 
grinding, and pressing~ Since it would be .virtually impossible· t~ de.-
sign an in~t;:ru~ent.which could evaluate all of the processes involved in 
chewing with any precision, the. trend has·. been to design instrt1m~n1;:s 
which measure one physical 'process.. ·· For example, the .Warner-Bratzler 
~hea1(,Ins~~µme1g: · (alack et _al., 1931; and Bratzler, 1932) was des.1,n~4 
to mea.eiure !iip.ear fo.rce, while ·the Motorized Food Grinder (Miyada and. 
T~ppel, 195q) w~s designed ~o evalua,.te the-relations.hip between the 
grindi~g :p,rqcess and meat tendE!.rn~ss. ! 
Receµtl),1, there has peen.some.work on·the physical properties o~ 
muscle fasc::l,culi and·their relat;:ioµs.hip to the tenc;lerness of the cooked· 
proquct (Sta1;1.ley ~ al. t 1971, 1972) ~ This work has, however, dealt. 
primarily w.ith the. tensile propertieE! of m~scle fiber bundles, lea,.viµg 
e,-need·fo+ ~he.examination of other physical'propert;:ies. Henrickson et __.... 
al. · (197.4) report;ed .an evaluation of a microsensitive she~r instru!lle~t 
de.~ligtied to .measure ·shear ·properties of individual muscle fibers I Th:f..s. 
stuq.y Wal:! l:f.np,ted to foi;malin fixed f=l:,bers. and made. no attempt to relate 
1 
2 
the shear properties of the muE,!cle fiber to meat tenderness, but did es-
tablish the feasability of measuring shear force for individual muscle 
fibers. 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the ability of the micro-
sensitive shear instrument described by Henrickson ~ &· (196 7) to d:i,s-
tinguish between delayed chilled and conventionally processed bovirie 
ten~or fascia latae muscles. in term$ of fiber. shear force and shear 
stress, and to relate these shear properties to meat tenderness. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE . 
Certain Physical and Chemical Properties of 
Muscle and Their Relation 
to Meat Tenderness 
The purpose of this review is.to report on the area of muscle ten~ 
sile and shear properties. However, since most of the work in this area 
has involved various post-mortem treatment of muscles designed to alter 
the effects of rigor.mortis, it was deemed necessary to briefly review 
rigor mortis and the physical phenomenon associated with it, and the ef~ 
feet of certain post-mortem treatments, particularly hot and cold muscle 
excision, on the physical manifestations of rigor mortis. 
Rigor Mortis and Muscle Extensibility 
Rigor mortis, the irreversible contraction of muscle due to the de-
pletion of ATP, has long been ass9ciated in meat with a loss of exten-
sibility, a lowered pH, and a loss in water-holding capacity. The loss 
of extensibility, or stiffening of the muscle, has been attributed to 
the formation of a complex between actin and myosin, actomyosin (Bendall, 
1960). The extensibility changes have been used as a reference irt de-
fining the "phases" of rigor mortis (Bate-Smith and Bendall, 1949; 
Briskey,~ al., 1962; and Sink, 1965): (1) delay phase; virtually no 
3 
4 
change in extEmsibility, (2) onset phase; continuous reduction, in ext en"."'. 
sibility, and. (3) complet;ion pha1;1e, c9mplet:e lqss of extensil?::l.Ht;y •' 
Be_ndal+ (1960) further c],,assified three ·get1era+ pattern$ de~cribing 
the on~et o~ rigo.r mortis: (1) acid, rigor; charact;eri~ed iil immobilized. 
anima~s for a long de],,ay period and, a short fast phase, and,in st+uggling 
animals by a drastic curtailment, of the. delay period · (at body tempera-
t1:,1re, stif~enitJ.g i~ · acco111pan:l,ed by a shQ.rtening of: the muscle), (2) alka-:: 
line rigqr; c~aracterized :by ·a rapid,onset of stiffening and by·a marked 
shortening even at relatively low temperatures, and (3) intermediate 
,· . , r , 
type; characterized in st·arved, animals by a curtailment of tq.e ·delay 
perioq, but. not . of the rapid phase; . there is some shortenfo.g. : 
There have been several mecha_nical. and electrical devices deve+oped 
to m,asure the time cou+se of these ;changes irt tqe extensib.ility of mu~-_ 
cle.(~ate':"'Sm.ith a'Q.d Bendall, 1949; DeFremery and Pool, 1960; and Briskey, 
~.ai.; 196,2), using e:iccised · sti:-=1:ps ,which are, loaded and unloaded at 
specific in,ter~als •. These· "rigoromet:ers" provide a record· of. post-,:nor1;:em 
extenE!ibility changes on a printed rea<3.out ~-
There are chemical change~ within the muscle that ai;-e·directly·re"."' 
+ate<:\ to.the physical phenomenoil of rigor:mort:J_s. Erdos.(1943) showed 
that: the.onset of st-iffening appeared t;:o be correlated with t~e d::1-sap-: 
pearance -_ of ·ATP from the .muscle. Bate-$mitln. and. Bendall (1947, 1949) 
at1d Bendall (1951, 1960) inve~tigated tqe pr9blem furth_er. and· a~sociated 
the .time .course of .ri:,g-or mortis with t1'e initial levels of ATP; glycogen 
and __ creatine phosphate. These findings are· related to the post.;.mqrtem 
met;,bolism of the.muscle tissue. As ,the· oxygen supply in the.muscle is 
decreasec;l after exsanguinatiop of the animal, the metabolism shifts ft;om 
t~e highly efficient, aerobic tricarboxylic acid·cycle to the,inefficien~ 
5 
ana~robic glycolytic -;path:way, . rE!.sulting in a .decreased s.ynthes:i,s of -ATP, 
This _glycqlyt;i,c proces.s can .. cont:(.nue -only as long as. the glycogen suppl,y 
in t1'e muscle. holdl;l out, When the '.glycogen. r1.J.ns .out, there is no other 
~j()r source of glucose, the raw mate,;ial for the glyco+yti~ path~ay~ 
Marsh (1954) reported: that all, glycqlyti,c ·processes in beE!.f muscle are 
completed within thirty-s:f,x hours ,post""11lortem. DeFremery and Pool, (1960) 
observed·that,the fast phal;le of .extensibility loss in ch.icken muscle.did . . . , . ' . . ' 
:no.t ·begin uri.til the level -of ATP wai;i. down, to 30 percent of :i,.ts initial 
co:nce11trat;ion. A necessary level ,_of ATP can, however, be m1;1.int~ined 
briefly by the synthesis of ATP, from creat:l.ne phosphate, ~riskey (1959) 
showed, tliat creatine ;phoi;iphate. in mtJ,scle is broken down enzymatical:J_y 
soon after death. Briskey (1959) also found accumulations of l~ctic 
aci~, · the end-:-pro<Juct -. of anaerobic glycolysis. in muscle shortly-· after 
c;leat;h, accounting for. the drop in mus.cle pH as rigor -mort:t,s develops. 
This d:i;-op in pH also co:ntributes to tq.e decreas.e in. the wate,;""7holding . 
capacity of post-mortem musc+e• 
Consi<lerable, variatioq. betwee1:1,animals within and between, spec+es· . 
has ·bE!.en reported for the .time period required for complete, shortening 
ax,.d · loss, of .extensibility in muscle due to rigor mc;,rtis. Smith !.E_ !!.~. 
(1969) reported that· shortening due, tc.> rigor mortis w~s cqmpleted with:l,t;i · 
three 1:tours in chi-cken muscle and w:f, thin, five hour!;! in turkey mueicle. 
T-I Ma !.E_ .ai~ · (1971) obs,erved a complete loss' of extensibility in t1'e 
pectoralis musc+e of turkey within. a tim~ range ·of twenty-U.ve minutes · 
and s.ix and one.:..half ho.urs post-:-mortem, indicatix,.g a widespread, varia-
, . ' . ' ; . 
tion between animale of the satl/,e·species. Sayre and Briskey (1963) re"'.' 
ported that shortening due to rigor:mort:i,.s ·is.complete.within five ho1,1rs 
post-mortem in,porcine muscle, while Marsh .(1952) observed that-whale 
6 
muscle maintained in vivo levels of ATP and muscle pH for a~ long as, 
twenty-four hour~ post-mortem, indicating variation between species in 
the time course for the development of rigor·mortis. 
'l'he environmental temperature is also of import,nce,in determining 
the,time courf;Je of rigor mortis as :1,t is manifested in a loss of exten7 
sibility and in the shortening of the muscle. Lawrie (1966) stated that 
0 muscle shorten:l,ng is minimal,in the temperature range of 14 ':"" 19 G. 
Locker and Hagyard (1963) reported that below this·l4°C level, a ca],.d 
shorten:l,ng effect was observed, and Marsh (1962) observed a great in-
crease in shortening, accompanied with a marked decrease in tenderness 
0 witp post-mortem temperatures over .. 43 C. 
Hot,and Cold Muscle Exc;:ision 
The·decline in tenderness associated with rigor mortis has been 
closely associa~ed.with the degree of post-mortem muscular contraction 
(Locker, 1960). This post-mortem shortening of·muscle can be decreased 
if the muscles are pla<red under tension during the ,development of rigqr 
mortiel , (Herring 1 !:!. al. Ii 1965a) •. Locker (1960) and Herring, ~·al. 
(1965b) pointed out that vertical ~uspens:l,on on the carcass releases 
tension on.some muscles, or places.these muscles in a shortened state, 
and increases tension on others, pl~cing these muscles in a stretched 
state, affecting the u],.timate tenderness of t~e various muscles. Herring 
(1967a), in a study.of the effect of shortening and stretching on bovine. 
semitendinosus muscle, concluded that it ,is more important, in teri;ns of 
tenderness, to prevent post,-mortem,shorteni~g than-to.promote maximum 
stretc;:b. 
In a study of. the effect: of vertical suspension and pre-rigor mus-:-
cle excision on tl:iree.bovine-muscles, Re4c;1y (1962) observed more fiber 
diE1tortion _ (degree of kinldnes.s) in lo~gissimus, dorsi excteied. pre-rigor 
than. in the same muscle. excised after a pe:dod ,of · carcass· res.t;raint. 
~qwever' the au~l:lor. repo,;t;ed .an oppos:i,te ef feet .. on the. gluteus mediuei ' 
muscle, support=!-ng the results. of Locke; (1960) and He:J;"ring (1965b), 
that; the,vertical.suspension of.the bovine carcass.results in some mus,-
cles being st-r.etcbed while .others·are shortened. 
Lowe and·Stewart (1946), wor~ing wi,th c}:licken breast.muscle, re-
PC?rted th.at muscle. excised it.nmediately 'after death,. before the on1:1et of 
rigor.was·generally lee;s tender than conventionally•processed muscle. 
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These authoi;-s 'abo reported that·the sooner tl:ie muE1cle.was excised post ... 
mortel!:l, the less tenqer the product, and that when the .muscle was exc:f,,sed, 
after the : onset; of r:i,.gor, mort=!-s, no signifi.cant .decrease in tenderness . 
was observed •• T-I, Ma ~ .!l~ · (1971) confirmed these findit1gs by mon;J.tor"; 
ing t~e ATP concentrati,on of the mu!:ic~e in rel~tion to the eff,ect of 
muscle.excision on,·tenderness. The·aut:hors observed that the 'less;ATP 
present in muscle, the .smaller the effect .. of muscle excision ,on tender":' 
ness. · 
Ral'(lSbottom.and Strandine (1949) ·reported that bovine muscle excised 
. l • • ' ' . . . 
before tne onset of rigor was less. 1=e·nq.er t'Qan muscle chilled .on ·the 
carcass., and that ,muscle was more te·n<Jer tl)TO hours post-I!lortem than 
aft;er six hours of. aging. Hor7ever, tl?,e aµthors also reported.that;: the, 
mt1scl~ excised two, hours post..-mortem.,wa~ less· tender tha17, beef whi~h hac;l 
been aged for.twelve day~. Gol~~,al. (19~4) reported that muscles r~~ 
strained on the ca:i:-cass 'l'l.7ere :t.east·tender.immediately post-mortem, bµt, 
that tendernes~ gradual;y in.creased: with aging. · 
Gillis and Hep.rickson. (1968),.i~.a study of ·induced tension on pre..-
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rigor exctsed muscle, observed a decrease in fiber diameter up ;o 1000 
grams. tension. In addition, the authors reported that the. fiber distor.,-
t:i,on : (percent, kinkiness) decreased as the, tension on the muscl.e increas-
ed, These authors also ass.ociat:ed an increase in fiber distortion to.an 
increase in Warner-Bratzler shear.force. Working with bovine longissimus · 
dorsi, Reddy (1962) reported that fiber diameter:and Warner~Bratzl~r 
shear force were not significantly affected by pre-rigor excision. How-
ever, the .author did report a significant increase in fiber-diameter and 
!:!hear· foi;-ce for bovirte .semitend:i,nos\,ls, excised ·pre-rigor. 
Buck, et al. (1970) worl,cing w:i,th longissimus dqrsi from six month 
old Dutch Belted rabbits, measured sarcomere length, shear force (Allo-
Kramer, shear pre$s) and protein so1ubility for muscles allow.ed. to pass 
through rigor unrestrained and ml.lscles which were maintained in the 
stretched state d~ring the development of rigor. These authors reported 
that the stretched muscles wei;e significantly more tender, as evidenceq. 
by lower.shear values •. They also observed.longer sarcomeres for the 
muscles ·excised after a periocl of restraint, than for the muscles -ex-
cis.ed prior tq the onset of rigor. 
Greater amounts o:f; totlill protein we·re extracted from stretcl;ied mus-
cles in all _.but one trial, and 1,1nexpecteclly, the authoJ;'s reported sig-
nificanJ;.ly greater aiµounts. of actomyosin for the.stretched museles. It 
! 
has been suggested by several workers (Herring, !.!_.al., 1965a; Buck, il 
aL; 1967; and Cook; et al., 1967) that actotnyosin formation is directly 
related.to toughness in meat.· The authors offered as one.possible ex-
'planation for tl:i.e inc1;eased level, of actomyosin. in the stretched muscle, 
the hypothe9.is · that stl;'et~}J.ing may stimulate. muscle so .. that, i~ us~s. ATP 
more rapidly.and more completely, forming actomyosin which .does not 
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dissocia,te·upon extraction. Free mu~cle, however, .may conti:1,:1.n·greater 
amounts .. of· residual ATP. which would tend tq dissociate the actomyosin 
during e~traction. 
In a study of three post-:-mortem holdi~g periods (two, five, and 
eight hours) before "hot" musc:j.e exc:ision, Kastner, il al. (1973) re-:-
ported.that shear force was sigi;1ificantly greater for the muscles excis-. 
ed hot in the two and,five hour.holding periods. In the;eight hour hold-
ing per:j..od, however, the difference was, not signif:i,cant; indicating that; 
eigllt hours of restraint on.the ci;trcass was adequate in prevet,1Ung excess 
muscle shortening. The authors also. reported that in the eight hour 
holding period; the .percent weight loss. was. significantly less for. the 
muscles excised hot than for the muscles excised.after a 48 hour chill. 
A significant· difference in color was als_o observed between t,h~ ·.hot atJ,d 
cold· excisecj. muscles,, witµ the muscles excised hot exhibiting a. darker 
col.or in the. t"tli70 ho,ur holding period, and th_e muscles excised cold a 
darker color in the five and seven hour holding periods. 
Buege and Stouffer (1974), working with 31 lamb carcasses and 7 
beef·carcasses, in•four separate experiment:s studied in the effects of 
three pre-,rigor tension levels on.the tenderness of the longissimus 
dorsi muscle. In addition,.these authors invei;;tigated the influence.of 
severing the fascia tendons, and the body and spinous processes of each 
vertebra beginning with the ninth tq.oracic and continuing consecutively 
' . . ' 
posterior to the last lumbar vertebra on longissimus dorsi tenderness,· 
The authors reported no adyanta,ge in the ,severing of the fascia tendons 
o~ the.vertebrae, but did.observe a significant decrease in the.Warner-
Bratder shear. force in all·- four· experiments, with ,each level of tension 
and percent stretch of the muscle. No significant differences, however,· 
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were reported· among the three tension lev~l~, ~upporting the work 'Of-., 
Herring, il •aL. (19671:1,) and ,G1-11is and Henr~ckson (1968) demonst:r;-atiP.g 
thata level.exists'instret:ching beyondwhich there is_litt:le or.no ad7 
vantage in decreasing shear force values,. 
Falk (1974) inves~igated tl).e effect.of hot boning the bovine_carcE?-~S 
on several ,qual:f,.ty attri~\lte~ of meat. He 'ass.igned-thirty choice ·Angus 
steer$ t:o Ol'/-e·of.three post:-mortem hold:f,.ng periods'(three. five, and 
seven 401,1rs). Musc+es from ,either the right ·-or. left side were, excised 
' .. I . 
0 
4ot · aft:er being held at 16 C for the ,designated holding period,, while 
the .muscles from the oppc;,sit:e sides ·were excised· after a._ forty:,-e:f,ght 
o· 
hour chill at 1.1 C. : The author measured pH, Warner-Bratzler shear 
' . . . - ' . ' . 
force, organoleptic ·tenclerness, color, press fluid rat:i;os, percent cook-. 
ing loss and percent fat for seve,;:al represent1:1,tive mu1;1cle~ _fram. tile 
streaml.ined hind-quarter. In addition, he monitored the.microbial popu-
lations, in ground beef from the . t~o post-mortem treatments,. Muscle fiber. 
cliameter kinkiness and· sarcc;,mere lengt_h were also measured for three in'7" 
d:i,vidua,1 muscles. 
The· author reported small differences· .in shear force values betw.ee1;,1 
the:h?t at;td·cold·excised muse+es; averaging le1;1s'than·two poundso Shear 
force va],.ues .were, however, si·gnificantly ·higher._ (J;> < 0 .OS) for the mu~"'.' . . . . 
cles_ -excised hot in the five hour hol#rtg period fo.r the. longiss,i~us 
dorsi, and at: the seven hoµr hol,ding per~od for the sem:l.membrano~us. 
There was nosignificantdifference,obse,:ved.in sarcomere length at any 
. of the three holding period,~; indicating that the ,three hour post"mortem, 
balding period was.effective in reduc:f..ng muscle shorten:f,.ng from r=i,.gor: 
mort:j.s. The aut:hor, ~owever, reported, signific;ant .differenc;es between 
the hot and c(?ld excised muscles in fiber.diameter.and kinkiness,in·the 
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longissimus dorsi in all three post:-mortem holding periods. There .was 
no difference reported .in organolept:ic tenderness evaluation except.at 
the seven hour holding period where.the panelist preferred the muscles 
excised hot to those e~cised cold (P < 0.05). Although some significant 
differences were reported in subjective color evaluation, panelists 
found the color of the.hot excised muscles as acceptable, or more accept-
able than 1;:he muscles excised.cold, The author reported no difference 
in the psychrophilic bacterial count·at ,any holding period, but.did 
state that the number of m~sophilic bacteria was significantly more for 
the muscles excised hot (P < 0.05). A difference.in cooler shrinkage 
was.observed between the two treatments at all three holding periods. 
The author reported that the.sides proc;:.essed hot had a lower cooler 
shrinkage that). the ,sides pro~essed cold, and·that difference was signifi-
cant al;: the . five and seven. hour holding perioqs · (P < 0. 001). The' author 
observeq. no difference in pressed·fluid ratio, percent cook:ing loss, per-
cent moisture, and perc~nt fat (P > 0,05). The author concluded that 
the hot processing of the bovine .carcass may be.commercially feasible.in 
the production o:l; an acceptable product .without a large c;liscernable. loss.· 
in the major quality attributes of beef. 
Muscle Elasticity and Extensibility 
Bate-Smith (1939) observed that m1.1scle,is truly elastic up to about 
. '· .. 
3 perceqt ext.ens ion of muscle length, but beyond this point, the ,stresis--
strain curve is non-linear. Guth (i947) repo:i:;-ted that elasticity in 
musc.1,e is significantly different from rubberlike elast:icity. He c;,b-
served different stress-s;rain curves· for resting muscle and rubber, and. 
reported that musc+e corresponds to rubber that has been stretched out, 
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so much that the chain molecu],.es are·markedly oriented rather.than ran.-
domly assorted, 
Hoeve and Willis (1963), ~orking with glycerinated muscle fibers 
report~d that elasticity at-the molecular level is rela~ed to phase 
changes of the fibro4s proteins. from an. oriented :crystalline state to a 
rando111 coil, amphorous ~tate. 
Hoyle (1968) proposed a mechanism for mt,1scle elasticity, post~lat:i,ng 
a new sarco1I1ere component, the T-filament, Since elastictty i$ present .. 
in mu~cle. at lengths which do not stretch the sarcole!(lma, and elasti,city 
is present in fibers in v.7hich the sarcolenµna ha~ been diss.ected, Hoyl~ 
hypothesized that indi.vidual sa.rcomeres must be the major source of 
el,.ast~city, Both actin and myosin filaments are inelastic and therefore 
the.T-filament, a thin filament which has been observed in.the gap region 
between actin.and myosin of heavily stretched fibers, was postulated to 
be the elastic ele!(lent of muscle. These T-filaments run from z line to 
z li,ne .and may also, according to Hoyle be involved in m4scle contrac-: 
Wang, et ·al. (19~6), working with bovine longissimus-dorsi and semi7' 
tendinosus from animals representing select;.ive carcass weight,s and grades 
reported correlations of -.85 and.-.86 between m1,1scle fiber.extensibility 
and meat· tel\derness ·· in th_e longiss:i,mus ·· dorsi and semitendino~us, respec-
tively, Wang measured e~tensibility by placing an individual muscle 
f:l,ber under a dissecting microscope at 2.5 x,. pulling the fiber,apart; 
from both ends witl:i forceps, and measuring break elongation, 
Hostell~r and Cover (1961), working with 24 steers noted a positive 
r~lati,onship between fiber extensibility and increased shear force for . ' . . . 
lon,gissimus-dorsi and biceps femori!;l cooked to 100°c, 0 At 61 c, the rel~7' 
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tionship was apparent onl,.y in the longissimus dorsi. In adciit:i,on~ the, 
increase in ext~nsibility was inversely related to softness to tooth 
pressure and loss. of fragmentation. The authors also observed a .. greater 
0 0 mealiness of·muscle.fiber at 100 C than at 61 c;:. 
Cover·.~ al. (1962), working with .bovine longissimus dorsi and bi-. 
ceps femoris reported positive correlations (P < 0.01) betwe~n fiber e:lj:-:-
tensibility (break elongation) of ,single mu(;lcle, fibers anc;l Warner-
Brat~ler ,shear values. She observed a c9rrel,.ation of +~83 witl:i longis-
siinus dorsi cooked .. to 61°C and +.78 witl;i longissimus,dorsi cooked to. 
100°c. The correlations 'with biceps. femoris were comparable, but non-:-
sigr,.ificant due to a smaller sample s:i,ie~. Cover also noted an increase. 
in·fiber eJ1;tensibility with an increase·in.ultimate.cooking tempeliatut'e, 
Muscle Tensile and Shear Properties and Their 
Relation to.Meat.Tenderness 
The relatio11ship. between various physical properties of meat and 
tenciernes~ has been under investigation for some time. Presently, most 
objective measures of tendernes.s. involve the measurement of some physi..;. 
cal propert;y (i.e., shear force) for gross samples of meat. (Schultz, 
1957; Pearsoq, 1963; Szezesniak a:nd Torgesor,., 1965; and Sharrah, ~.al., 
1965), and relating these propert:i,es back to orga11oleptic.eva1uation of 
meat tend,erness •. Although.a reJ,.atio11ship between the physical proper-
ties -associated.with the ml,lscle fiber and factors affecting meat tender-
ness was reported by Bate-Smith (1939), and Wang,~ al. (1956); there 
has until recent],y ·been little .interest in the development of methods 
for measuring meat tenderness, utilizing the individual muscle.fiber or 
muscle fiber bundles. The purpose.of this section of the review will be 
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to follow ,the development of :recet;i.t method~ for measuring certain physi;-'. 
c~l proJ?ert.:f,.es Of the .muscle fiber a~d ··subsequent, relationships which · 
have ·been establishec;l between these phys,ic.al proP,erti.es and meat ,te"Q.der"':' 
ne~s. · 
The method for measur:i,ng muscle fiber extensibility or break elonga-
. . ' . . ' . ' .... 
tio'Q used by Wang, et .al~ (1956), Hostetler and Cover (1961), and.Cover, 
• ' ; • ·.-- • '.. ',• ••. j 
,!S. al.· (1962) was replaced ~itl.l the, development a1td applic.~tion of tq.e 
Instroil, Uni'~ersal Tes~ing Mac~ine ,(~urr, 1949; Hindman·and 'Burr, 194~;' 
and Whii;:e, 1970). The Inst;ron ,Universal Testi,~g Machine .is a re~earch_ 
tool used to .s1::udy the ;rheological properties of f(?od m~teri,als py me~s..:. 
urirtg tens.ile st.rength a'Q.d related. phyijic.al prc;,_pert:l.es. 
Stan],ey, -~-al~ (19 71) _measured ;work . of · rupt.ure, br~aking st.rength ;, 
break .elongation (e:i,ctensibility)1 , and elai;;ticity or stress relaxatioll on 
.··' . ,• ' ' : ' . . '' ' 
c9,mmercially ob,tain,ed beef shank .. and. tenderloin muscle ut,ilidng the 
I~s tron Universal Tes ting Machine. In . addi t:f..on ,. Stanley, ,!! . al.· , mea1;1":" ·. 
ured these same physical propet"ties on restrai.rted rabbit ps9as ,major and_. 
long:f..ss:i,m\,\s dorsi, in order to det;:erm:f,.ne tl:te effect of post-mortem. re":"" . 
stra:i,:~1.t on the .carcass on the. textqre properties of tl:te meat.· Tl).e author 
made these m~asurement.s 01'.l uncQoked simples ,of individual , muscle fib.er· 
bundl~s, 5 .O cm. in lengtl:J,, aµ~ 0. 2; - 0 .5 cm2 in croi;;s · sec1::ionELl a:i;ea •. 
With ;the b,eef shank .and t.enderloin, muscles;_ . Stanley repol;'ted ;h~gher · 
ten,~il~ propert:f,.es for shank than fot' tenderloin, and .a],So .ol>served ,,less, 
e~as,t,~cit;y for the .beef ,shank muscle. The. al.1,~hoi;- also showed i~ this 
st~c;ly; that po~t-morte;m aging de~reased ,,tensile measurement.s and el~s-
t;city. 
Utf:lizing ra~bit. pSOljlS ma~ or and· longissj_mus doreii, St.anley report7 
ed a.breaking force of 0.237 ± 7.5 percent .. for u~restrai'Q.ed muscle and 
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0.168 ±.9.9 perce11,t fo~ restrained muscle. The rest.rained m~scle. also 
showed a.higher elasticity and break elongation. Stanley explained 
tli,ese.results in terms of .the e:t;fect of r::f_gor:on the post:"'."mortem muscle~ 
Contraction theoretically ca.uses a greater degree of oveflap between t~~ · 
thick and thin muscle. filaments and lead$ to a .higher c~mcentration of . . . . . . . . . . 
act9myosin in the unrestra:i,.ned sample (Herring, . .!!! al., 1967a, 1967b). 
In a subsequent st~dy, Stan~ey, et.al. ·(1972) compared mu~cle t~n-
dle properti~ witl;i organoleptic and objective evaluations. of meat •.ten-: 
deme~s. · Ut~lizing raw poi:-cine psoas major m1,1scle fiber buq.dles, Stanley 
measured. shearing and_breaking strell,gth• sarcomere l~ngth• elastici,ty• 
st1;e51~ relaxat:ion and break .elong,ation, and compared these meas11rements · 
~ith t~nderness (tas~e panel evaluation), chew count, Lee-Kramer;Shear . . . . . . 
Press., and· Warner"".'Bratzler Shear det;erm:f,.nations. Again he excised mus ... 
cle~ frc;,m one side unrestrained and.from.the opposite side after:at 
t-wenty-fo1.1r hour pel;'iod ;of restra:f,nt on the .carcass at O - s0 c. 
S.tanley observed no significant c9rrelations between the various. 
tens:1,le propert:ies, but whe'Q. thes.e were associated _with obj ect,ive and •. 
subjective measures ·of, meat. tenderneE!S, some highly significant .correla- , 
tions were observed. 
A C(!rrelation of .+0 .81 (P < 0. 01). was. reported .bet~een Instrqn 
breaki~ strength and.tenderness as mea$ured by a trained panel:with ?n"" 
restrained sample, and the correlat,ion bet:ween .chew count;: and Instron 
~reaking strength was. -also significant (P < .0.05) at +0.67. With the: 
samples e¥cised after the twenty-four houl;' per:l,.od of restrain,t on .th.e 
c,rcass, however, the correlations were non-significant. 
Breaking stren~t:h ·following cycling (measured ,after one, minute of .. 
cyc·ling between O a'Q.d 14 percf;!,nt extension) was. significantly related : 
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(P < 0.01) to tenderness in.both the restr~ined and unrestrained.samples 
(r = +0.84 and +0.90, respectively). In.addition, a significant;: rel~"."' 
tionship (P < 0.01) was also observed between,Instron breaking strength 
following cycling and chew count for the restrained and unrestrained· 
sampleEI (r = +o .82 and +O. 79 ~ respectively) •. 
Instron breaking strength f9llowing extension (measured after tl;J.e 
sample,was held for one minute at; 14 percent ext;endon) was aJ,.so signifi-
c~ntly related.to·tenderness in the restrained and·unresti-ained sampleSI• 
A correlation coefficient of +Q.76 (P < o:os)·was 'reported for the re-
strained.muscles and +0.95 (P < O.Ol)'was observed for the ·.unrestra~ned: 
muscles. Instron breaking strength following extension was .. also sign.if!-, 
cantly assQciated ;(P < 0.05) with chew count in the restrained :muscles 
(r ~ O. 73)'. In the unrestrained ,muscles, a CQrrelation coefficient of 
+0:.85' (P < 0.01) was reported betwe~n Instron breaking strength following 
ex;ension, and chew count. 
~reak elongation was i;dgnificantly related to tenderness in the 1re-, 
strained muscles (P < 0.05) with a correlation coefficient of +Q.64, but 
the relationship was no11signif icant in the unrestrained muscles., Chew 
count ·and break elongation were not, however, significantly related· 
(P -> 0.05) either for the restrained or unrestrained muscles u,sing para-
metric. corJ;"elation coefficient!=!. NeitheT :elast.icity nor stress relaxa-:-
tion was significantly related to tenderness or chew count~ 
S.tanley concluded that Instron .breaking st;:rength is the best meas-·. 
ure of meat tenderness and that.longitudinal stress is more.highly re'"'.' 
l.at~d to taste panel evaluation of tenderness than tangential force re-, 
qutred to shear muscle fibers. In addition, the author cited two major 
structural contributiot).s of. raw muscle to .cooked meat tenderness .(1)· a .. 
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connec'l;:ive tis~lle fac;tor, and (2) a contraction fa,ctor. He concl,uded. 
tha1;: different objective measures a;e best suited for .their evaluat:i,.on •.. 
In a study .of .the effect of aging on muscle te~tural propert:f,es ,· 
Eino and Stanley (1973a) monitored b'l;'.'eak.elongation, breaking strength, 
elasticity, a:tid stress relaxation for bovine psoas .. major aged at O - s0 c 
for 1.- 14 days. The authors reported that·break elongation reaches a 
minimum:at·2 days; but subsequen~ly increa~es to about 65% of·its o,;ig.-. 
inal. value. Th.:f,s increase in brea~ elon.gation was · apparer.it · at ,day 4 and 
beyond, and the.autho:rs·postulated tha1;: it may·ind:i,cat;e·a weakness of 
the .actin-myosin, inte,:action~, allowing slippage of these. elements .. past, 
one SQ.other. Breaking strength was observed to drep rapidl,y du,ring the. 
first 4 days of aging and then stabilized~ The authol;'s stated;that.the 
parall,el diminuation in.pH; ATP concentrat:i,on and sarcomere lengtq. ac-
companyi111g rigor mc;,rtis, produces mu,scle,tissue·which is rigid anc;l in-
f;iexi,ble. These changes according to.Eino and Stanley make the fiber 
mo:i;-e susceptible to longitudinal st,ress since they would tend to b_rea~ 
wit~ very lit;tle .exten.sion. · The authors offered su~ceptibility to longi7 
tud:f,naLst,re~s as.an explana,~io"Q. for the rapid.decrease in breakii:tg 
st~ength~ since extension is seen to decline conco.mitantly. 
Eino anc;l Stanley ratec;l minimum!or maximUII!, values for all tensile 
properties bet;ween days 2 and 4. · Elasticity, like break e:J_onga,tio.n, 
reached·a minimum at,2 days, but al~o increased to.a significant.perc~t1-
tage of its ,original.value. 
The authors.concl,uded with a proposit,io11, that ~ince·these· physical 
propert;:ies appear to reflect .. ths rigidity or stiffening of the .muscle, 
they shoulc;l prove useful · in fo:j.lowing the time course .of · rigor mortis .- : 
In a separate study, Eino and Stanley (1973b) investigated the,ef~ 
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feet of soaking muscle.fibet' bundles in·a Cijtheptic_enzyme.prepar~tio11, 
and _.in a cqllogenase · preparation, on surface ultrastructure and muscle 
tensile properties. . The authors meas.ured breaking strength· and break · 
' . . . . 
elonga1;ion .for bovine and,Dutch. rabbit psoas m~jor. · Again, muscl.e·fiber 
bundles, 5 cm. in length by: 0.2- 0.5 cm2 in cross se.ctional.area were 
subj e.cted to t4e post..;.mortetg. treatme'I!,ts, and certain physical properties , 
were.measured util:1,.zing the_Instron Universal Test~ng machine, T4e 
authors reported a 4 percen,t·decrea!,!e·in.brea~ing stre11,gth and a,26 per-
cent decreas.e·in,break elongation "W"ith th,e catheptic enzyme preparation,, 
A si1'1ilar dec,;ease in breaking strength was ·,observ~d for muscle which .. 
had been soaked in the collagenase prep.aration, but. not in brel!lk elonga"':' 
tiot?,, ' Th~ cha11,ges .in t1:ltrastructure .. and· tensile pr9pert;ies reported :in· 
th:1,.s study related well·to ,changes ol?seryed it) the.aging process (Eino 
and Stanl,ey, 1973a). • This experf..ment,demonstrates the usefulness of 
muscle tensile measurements ·in, the invest.igation of chemical· and. phy1;1i..,; 
caJ · changes that occ\1.r in .meat ,during various po~t-:-mo:r;tem .condH±ons. 
A,.different approacl;i to the measurement of meat tenderness utilidng 
the Instron Universal '.j:'est_ing Machine was ·described by Bouton and Harris, 
(1972a and 1972b). This method involves 'the measurement of adhesion be1 
tween mu!;!cle. f:i,bers, and is intended tc:> be. an index of connective ti_ssue 
strength. Bouton .et al, (1974) in an investigation of the eff.ect ,of 
myofibillar contract;ion st;ate ~ coo.king temperature _and cqoking time on, 
mechanic~! prqperties of veal~ studied four po!;!t~ortel!l treatments. On,e 
ti;eatm,ent ._involved .the excision of selected muscles ·within 1 hour post-. 
0 mortem allowing these mt,iscles to,cold,shorten at O - 1·~ for 2·days ,be"'." 
fore cooking. A second treatment was.the conventional methocl of hanging. 
the: carcass from .t~e Achilles tendon, and a thi.rd treatment consisted of 
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hanging the carcas~ from the pelyis by the:methoddescribed by Hosteller, 
!E_ a:I.~ (:1.970). In the, four1=h method, the .side ,was placed flat_ on a. hori-:-
z,ontal plane ,with the legs placec;J. in the wal.king posi~ion (Herring, ,!!, 
al.·, 196,Sb). · Selected ,muscl.es were cqoked at 50 and.· 60C?c for OI?,e hour, 
0 
and E!ome were coo~ed at 90 C for either one or three ,hourlll• 
~e muscles removed one hour,po~t-mortem. ~howed the smalles~ sarco~ 
mere, length values; ~ind. generally. the ;highest· adhesion aI?,d Wa'l;'ner-:-
Bra~;le1; shear values; regardless of coo\ing temperatt;1re and time. The 
mt,1.1;1cles from the ,side!:! ~ung by the AcQilles tendon had low sa;:comere 
length values anc;l genera:1,ly greater ad'tlesion and Warner-Brat111ler ,sh_ear 
valt,1.es than muscles ·proce~sed ~Y the .Herring, !.t ,al., (1965b) met~od or 
t.he 1pelvis ·hung muscles. ' The muscles ;from .sides hung by tq.e pelvis \,ex-
hibit·ed greater· sarco:mere length values., an4 generally lower adhesion 
and,Warner-Bratzler shear.values than-any of tl).e otQer treatments. How":" 
ever, tQere,were.exceptions~ In some cases; the muscles with the;great;-:-. 
e~t sarc9mere length values ·and lowest adhesi_on values requited greater,, 
amounts o~ Warner-Bratll!ler _she·ar force -than th<?se pr9cessed .1-hour po!;!t · 
mortem :or· from· sides hung by the ,Achilles ,tendon, even tl;tougl;t the ,mus-·. 
c~es :from ,the other tre4tme~ts were in a deeper , s1;:ate of co.ntraction. 
The au1;:h6rs pointed ·out that high s.hear, force values can be .obtained :for 
S$I!1ples with very'low adhesion values and relatively long_sarcomere 
lengths.- indicating that shear,force. and.adhesion measureJnents,are in.-· 
fluenced by . different; s_tructural pattel;'ns. . The a'l;J.thors were; however, 
0 
able tq conclude that; increa~ing· to.e coc;,~ing temperature. from 50 to_ 
60°C and ,increasing cooking time at 90°C from 1, to 3 ho.urs significantly. 
redt,1.ces adhesion ,values,· regardless of myofibil:l.ar state. , In ·addition, 
tl).e aut;hors ob~erve4 an· i'Q.crease in_ adhesion valu,e with an. increasing 
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myof ibrillar _stat~. · 
This author,was.part,of a new approach to the investigation.of· . ., . . ., 
physi~al properties of tq.e mul!(lcle, fiber. · A microsensi:ti ve shear ins~ru7 
ment, He:n,ric::~son il·al. (1967), was. designed ,to measure. s_hear force fo.r 
individual muscle.fibers~ Henrickson !!_.al. ·(1974) described.the instru-
men~ .as ·a research tool for. measuring shear. force., a physical prope;ty 
o~ the :muscle ffl:?er •. In a uniformity trial uti.,lizi7:1g formalin f:i;xed: 
sartoriuei mus~le fi.bers, Henric~son il ·aL (1974) repo~ted :a mean shear 
-1 . -4 2 force of 5~04 x 10 g. and a.mean.shear stress·of 2.30 x 10 g./cm.,. 
In.the same study; the _author measured fiber di~metet, degree of .kinki-:--, . . ' 
ness ~ shear force, and· shear stress for -formalin fixed b6vine sartorius : 
mu,scl.e fi~ers_ frem carcasse~ held two, five, and, eight hours post-niorte.m 
before hot mu,scle excision. Sartor~us muscles from the opposite sides. 
0 were. excis.ed after . a 48 hour period, of res_traint on the carcass .. at 2 C. · 
Significant di,fferences, (P < 0 .01) were reported betweet:;1 the :hot 
and ·cold· excised muscles _in· fiber ·diameter, . degree of .. kinkiness, shear 
force. and shear, st,ress; 01:1ly in the :two ho.ur holding period. In tq.e ·five 
anq eight· hot,ir holding peri,ods, the, r.estraint on t~e carcass during the 
development of rigor.was apparent-ly adequate in preven~ing the,diffe,r-
ences o~served.in the two_hour.holc;ling period, bet.ween the tw;o treatments. 
The ·.authors attributed the·. diff erenc;es in the . two hour holdi-ng period to 
the. unres._t·rained development ,of rigor dt,ie ·to ,muscl,e ex~ision prior tq. 
the ,o~set of ri$or. 
CHAFTER III 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Th:i,s study was carried out,in conjunction with a project investi-,. 
gat;ing the feasability of "hot" boning the bovine carcass (Falk, 1974). 
EighteeQ. Angus steers -of· approximately the same ·weight. (483. 23 ± 7. 46 
Kg.) and market grade (choice) were utilized in this stuc;ly. These-ani-
mals were assigned at random to·a three, five, or seven hour holding 
perioc;l for the side to be,processed "hot". Each animal was.delivered to 
the met;Lt'sc:f,ence abattior 24 hours prior to slaughter. Following the 24 
hour shrin~age period, the steer was weighed and ante.-mortem Federal in-: 
spectioI). was provided. The animals were each rendered unconscious with , 
a Cash Percussion Stunner, raised o{f the floor by both hind,legs and 
bled in the traditional manner. St~nning, eviseration, splittirtg and 
Federal inspection were accompliijhed within· 45 minutes post-mortem. , 
Either.the right-or left side of the carcass was.randomly.assigned: 
to one of two treatments.: (1) removing the muscles from the warm ca,rcass · 
("hot" boning) or · (2) removing the muscles after rest-raint on the carcass .. 
for a period of 48 hours ("cold" boning). 
After slaughter,. Federal inspection and weighing, the. sides desig- . 
0 nated as "hot" were placeqd in.a 16 C holding room for a.period of three, 
fiye, or seven hours. Each side was then fabricated by first ,removing 
the chuc~, and then proceeding to muscle bone the streamlined hindquar-
ter. The tenso.r fascia latae, the muscle utilized in thif'? study; was 
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the first· to be e~cised, The muscles wer~ then placed in Cry-0-Vac bags· 
(S-507) and held at·l.1°C until.the side designated as "cold" had been. 
allowed to chill for a period of 48 hours (in.the same cooler). 
Sampling for Fiber Shear Force, and Fiber Shear 
Stress·, Warner-Bratzler Shear, Nip 
Tenderometer:and Organoleptic 
Determinations 
'.fwo sample steaks -for each deteril).ina~ion were.cut from the "hot" 
and "cold'' tensor fascia latae ,muscles (Figure 1). Steaks for Warner-r 
Brat~ler Shear and Nip Tenderometer measurements, Organolept::f,,c evalua-
tion, at1-d Fiber shear. force. and .shear stress determinations were cut.· 
0 (Figure 2) , packaged, labeled, and· frozen. at '-30 C for analys_is ·at. a 
later date. 
The,Microsensitive Shear Instrument 
The Microsensitive Shear Instrul\lent utilized-in th:i.s study (Figure 
3) was' described by Henrickson et ·al. (1967), Marsd.en· (1973), and Hen-
rickson et al. (1974). The instrurµent .consists of a shear gauge equippec;i 
with a torque dial:which is easily read from the top o~ a vertical sup-
port (Figure 4). The shear gauge is .stru11,g with a wire 1/100 inc'b in 
diameter which supports a _blunt edged shearing blade (~igure 5). The 
top end of .the wire is connected to the torqu~ dial and the bottom to a 
tension arm. The amount of rotation of the dial is measured in degrees 
and can be reac;l directl,.y ·from the torque dial. The fiber. is held~ but 
not tightly clamped between a plexiglass and an all,lillinum plate (Figure 
6). A shallow V.;.cut in the .aluminum plat~ proyides a groove.to position 
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Figure 1. The Bovine Tensor Fascia Latae Muscle 
POSTERIOR END OR MUSCLE INSERTION 
MICROSENSITIVE SHEAR 
DETERMINATION STEAK 2 
2.54 CENTIMETERS 
ORGANOLEPTIC EVALUATION 
STEAK 2 2.54 CENTIMETERS 
WARNER-BRATZLER SHEAR 
AND NIP TENDEROMETER 
DETERMINATION STEAK 2 
5.08 CENTI METERS 
MICROSENSITIVE SHEAR 
DETERMINATIONS STEAK 1 
2.54 CENTIMETERS 
ORGANOLEPTIC EVALUATION 
STEAK 1 2.54 CENTIMETERS 
WARNER-BRATZLER SHEAR 
AND NIP TENDEROMETER 
DETERMINATIONS STEAK 1 
5.08 CENTI METE RS 
ANTERIOR END OR MUSCLE ORIGIN 
Figure 2. Sampling Procedure for Microsensi-
tive Shear, Organoleptic, Warner·-




Figure 3. Microsensitive Shear Instrument Fully Assembled 
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Figure 4. Torque Dial of the Microsensitive Shear Instrument 
Figure S. Assembled Shearing Mechanism 
and Wire Leading to Torque 
Dial 
27 




the fiber. The two plates are then attached by a clamp to an adjustable 
specimen holder which supports the fiber in a vertical position. The 
holder assembly and blade are placed under water while the shear is made 
in order to reduce the effect of friction between the blade and the 
fiber. 
The torque required to shear the fiber is converted to units of 
force by the formual (Henrickson,~ al., 1967): 
Shear Force -3 = Degrees x 6.094287 x 10 grams 
The force per unit area or shear stress is determined by dividing the 
amount of rotation of the blade by the square of the diameter and then 
multiplying by a conversion factor, where: 
Shear Stress = Degrees -3 2 Square of Diameter x 7•759469 x lO g/u • 
Harvesting Individual Muscle Fibers 
Thin muscle cross sections (approximately 2.0 mm.) were cut parallel 
to the fiber grain from the sample steaks reserved for fiber shear force 
and shear stress determinations, and individual fasciculi were dissected 
from these thin strips. An effort was made to utilize fasciculi of ap-
pr9ximately 25 mm. in length and 2.0 mm. in diameter. For the prepara-
tion of fibers for raw shear force and shear stress determinations,a.n 
indivtdual fascicule was placed in a modified Waring Blender containing 
200 ml. of 5% glycerin solution. The blender was operated at a rheostat 
setting of 40 volts for a period of one minute, to dislodge the muscle 
fibers from the fascicule. The suspension of fibers was then transferred 
to a .container and held until 30 fibers had been measured for diameter 
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and sheared wit}:l the,microsensitive shear instrument (appr0ximately one 
hour). 
The' procedure. for isolation .of· cooked·. fibers was the. same ,as de"'.' 
scribed above, except that: the dissected fasci,cule was. placed in a beak"." 
0 er_ of water pre.,-heated to a temperature of 71.1 C ·f0r a period of one 
minute .before be:i,.ng transferr~d to the blender. 
l)etermination .of Fiber Diameter 
The fiber suspension was thoroughly shaken and a small porUon was 
poured into a two-inch diameter petri.dish. The petri dish was ,placed 
on,an·America,n Optical microscope equipped with an ocular micrometer, 
and the fibers were allowed to· settle to the bottom -of the dish. Those 
fibers which appeared steady, and were.at least the length of the micro-
scopic field were measured at lOOX for diameter at their widest point. 
T~i:rty raw and thirty cooked mt,1scle fibers were measured from each 
sample steak. 
Detert\lination of She~r Force.and Shear.Stress' 
for Raw·.and Cooked Muscle Fibers 
After each fiber was measured for diameter, it was carefully re-
moved with forceps.from the petri.dish and placed between the aluminum 
and plexiglass holding mechanism (Figure 7) in preparation for shearing.' 
After the fiber was firmly secured between the two components of _the· 
holding mech.anism, _ the assembly was ·placed. on the shearing platform of 
the microsensitive shear irtstrument. The shearing process was accom-:-
plished, under water, by ·slowly.and steadily turning the blade until it 
visibly came_ into contact with the fiber •. This .reading was used as the 




starting poi11-t. The blade was then steadily turned by the operator un-
til it passed through the fiber (Figure 8)~; At this point, the operator 
recorded tl1,e torque. (degrees). required to shear the fiber by subtraction 
of tl;i.e initial start;:ing poi11-; reading from the .reading on t;he .torque 
dial ,at the point where the . fiber was. sheared. . This procedure was re-
peated for thirty raw and. thirty ·cooked muscle fibers from ,each sample 
steak. The torque required to shear each fiber was.converted to u-qits 
of fol;'ce and to units of stress by the formulas shown on page 29. 
Nip Tenderometer and Warner-:-Bratz.ler Shear 
Determinations 
The Nip Tenderometer descfibed by Smith and Carpenter . (1973) (Figure 
9) and the WarnerrBratzler Shear Instrument were used as objective meas,... . ' 
ures .of meat tenc;lerness in this phase of the study, Two steaks from 
each tensor fascia latae muscle were evaluated with these instruments. 
T~e fr9zen steaks designated for Nip Tenderometer and Warner~Bratzler 
0 Shear determinations were.thawed for twenty-four hours at 4 C. The 
thawed. steaks were laQelecl and .. cooked in deep fat at a· temperature of 
0 0 121.1 .G until an internal temperature of 65.6 C was reached. The steaks 
were removed from the deep fat and allowed to stand until the tempera-
ture rose to. its ultimate level and· then dropped to a temperature .. of 
0 71 c;:. At this temperat4re, a thin slice was ·cut from the .external .. sur, · 
face of the steak, e,cposing the grEJ.in of the fibers. The jaws'of.the 
Nip Tendero~eter were inserted into the steak perpendi~ular to the grain 
of the fibers. Five n°c Nip Tenderometer readings were taken on each 
0 steak and the steaks were then allowed·to cool.at 4 C for 24 hours. 
After the.cooling period, another !,\lice was 1:aken from the external ~ur-:-
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Figure 8. Sheared End of Individual Muscle Fiber 
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Figure 9. The Nip Tenderometer 
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face of .the steak, again exposing the. gra:i.n of .the fibers. Five 4°c 
Nip Tenderometer readings were.then.taken from each steak. 
Three .1.27 cm. diameter cores were extracted from the sal!le cooked: 
stea~s using a mechanical 'boring. device to assure un:l.formity (Kastner·. 
and Henrickson, 1969) •. Each core was then sheared three times.by the. 
War11er-Brat2;ler Shear Instrument •. The three shear values from each core 
were summed and.averaged, and the result:i,.ng averages of the three cores 
were pooled and averaged.to obtain a shear value for the entire steak. 
OrganolepticEvaluatioil 
~wo steaks were allotted from each tensor,fascia latae muscle for 
or,ganoleptic evaluatiot?-, · St~ak 1 (Figure 2) was,designated for Differ-. 
ence. scale evaluation and steak 2 for chew count determination, · Four 
panelists (two males and two female!;l) wet'e chosen from the meat labora"'."' 
tory st~ff and were provided some.training before the beginning of.the 
ac;:tual trials. The same four panelists were used throughout the cot,trse 
of the study, The panelists were instructed to e~aluate the samples on 
the b(:lsis of tenderness on+Y• The frozen steaks designated for organo-
0 leptic evaluation were thawed at 4 C for 24 hours and then cooked in 
deep fat :at 1z1.1°c to an internal temperature of 65.6°c. Four L27 cm. 
cores were randomly extracted from the steaks, Each panelist .was sup-
plied one cc;,re for Difference .. scale evaluation (1 = extremely te.nder, 
9 = extremely tough), and one core for chew c;ount determination •. Figure 
10 is a replication of the Differenc;e sc1;1.le and chew count score.sheet. 
St~tistical Analysis 
The Analysis of Variance and Regression procedures of the SAS com-
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Project Animal No, 
~~~~~~~~~~~-
Panel Score for Tendernes.s 
A. Difference Scale 
1. Extremely.Tender 
2. Very Tender 
3. Moder~tely Tender 
4. Slightly Tender 
5. Neither Tender Nor Tough 
6. Slightly Tough 
7. Moderately Tough 
8. Very Tough 
9. Extremely Tough 
B. • Number of Chews 
Figure 10. Difference Scale and Chew Count Seore Sheet 
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put~r programming system (Service, 1972) were used to analyze the data· 
collected during the .course of the- study. •The F-tests concerning the· 
main. unit. analysis utilized the animal x · treatment mean square with. 5 
degrees. of freedom as the error term- The·error term for the F-tests 
concerning the subun:Lt analysis utilized the pooled animal x·steak plus 
animal x treatment x.steakmean square with 10 degrees of freedom.' 
Each.analysis of variance 1generated by the analysis of data presented in 
this st.udy is shown in the ,Appendix. (Tables XI-XLII]) • · The des.ign of the 
hot boning investigation of which this study was a part (Falk, 1974), 
provided that each holding period be considered as a separate experiment~ 
Therefore, no statisti.cal comparison was made between the three, five, 
and seven hour hol,.ding periods. Partial correlation coefficients were 
determined between variables within each holding period after removing 
the effects._ of anirtla.1 variation and ·treatment variation ("hot" and "colc;l" . . . . , 
muscle excision).· 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND .. DISCUSSION 
Effect of Hot and Cold.Processing -
Fiber.Diameter. 
A difference in raw fiber. diameter between the ho; and colc;l exci,sed. 
Tensor fa~cia.iatae lilUscles for the three hour holding period was s,ta-
tistically significant (P < 0.01) (Table XI).· The average raw fiber 
diameter for the musicles exc:f,sed.:hot was 45.61 microt;1.s·as compared.with 
43.17 microns for the muscles exci,sed ce>ld, Table I at;i.d Figure .11 ill.us.-
tra1;:e that this ,difference .in raw fiber diameter decreased in the five· 
and seven hour. holding periods; neithe.r difference was significant 
(P > 0.05). The five hour period of restraint; on t}:!.e carcass before hot· 
muscle excision was appar~ntly adequate in preveI).ting the.increase in 
fiber diameter seen in the,three hour holding period •. 
The cooked fiber diameter wa$ significantly greater in the muscles 
exc:i,,sed. hot only in· the .three hour holding period (P < 0 .05) (Table .XII). 
The·average cooked fiber diameter for the muscles excised hot was.49.56 
microns, while the muscles excised cold had an average fiber.diameter.of 
4 7. 05 microns · (Table II and Figure 12). The difference, in cooked fiber 
diameter bet;ween the muscles excised hot ·and cold was .. very small in i;J:\e 
five and seven hour holding periods. (Table II and Figure 12), indicating 
again. that· the five ho.ur post-mortem holding period was adequate in pre-
venttng tlj.e increase in fiber diamete;- ap.parent in th,e three hour holding 
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TABLE .. I 
MEANS AND v'EMS/N FOR RAW FIBER .DIAMETER, RAW FIBER ~SHEAR FORCE, AND ~W: FIBER SHEAR STRESS. 
3 Hour 5 Ho1,1r 7 Hour· 
llolding Fiber Shear She~r Fiber · Shear Shear· Fiber. Shear Shear .. 
Time Diameter Force Stress Diameter Force Stress~ Diameter .. Farce Stress -1· -4 2· -1, 10-4 2 -1· ·-4 2 u x 10 g x 10 · g/u u x 10. g x g/u u x 10 'g x lC) g/u 
.-./· 
(N=360) · (N=360) (N=360) (N=360) · (N=360) (N=360) (N=360). (N•360) (N=360) 
Processing 
Method 
Hot 45.61** · 3.31 2.09* 43.40 · 3.20 2.27 43.60 3.09 2.17 
Cold 43.17*-fc. 3.20 . 2.27* 43.00 3.17 2.28 42.70 3.03 2.31 
v'EMS/N .. 0.38 0.26 0.04 0.28 0.06 0.03 0.42 0.08 0.09 
dF 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
*(p < .0.05). 




MEANSA~D iEMS/N FOR COOKED FIBER DIAMETER, COOKEP FIBER SHEAR FORCE, AND COOKED FIBER SHEAR STRESS 
3 Hour 5 Hour 7 Hour 
Holding Fiber Shear Shear Fiber Shear Shear Fiber Shear Shear 
·rime Diameter Fore~ Stress Di~meter Force Stress Diameter Force Stress 
-1 -4 2 x 10"'"1g -4 2 x 10.,...1g -4 · 2 u x 10 g x 10 ·· g/u u x 10 g/u. u x 10 g/u 
Processing 
Method 
Hot 49.56* 3.67* 1.97 · 47.10 3.4 7 2.08 45.50 3.22 2.08 
Cold 47.05* 3.50* 2.08 46.80 3.41 2.05 ·46.00 3.44 2.10 
IEMS/N . 0.65 0.08 0.04 0.46 0.14 0.05 0.44 0.13 0.03 
dF 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
*(p < ,0.05). 
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Figure 11. Effect of Chilling Method and 
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3 HOUR 5 HOUR 7 HOUR 
HOLDING PERIOD 
Figure 12. Effect of Chilling Method and 





Th~ difference in fiber.diameter was 2,4 microns in the.raw fibers 
and 2. 5 microns in. the cooked fibers, Henrickson il al. (1974) reported 
a difference of 12. 3 microt1s,' in. formalin fixeq fibers bet:ween sartor:{.us 
muscles excised hot after a two hour holding per-i9d and sartorius mui;;cles 
excised. cold after chillip.g for forty,-eight hours, The .three hour hold"."' 
ing per:f,.od does therefore represent an improyement over shorter post:--
mortem holding periods in terms of limiting increases in fiber diameter 
in hot processed muscle. 
Effec;:t of Hot at).d Cold Processing -
Fiber Shear Force 
There wer~ no significant differences iri raw fiber shear force be..-, 
tweei:i the.hot and cold excised tensor fascia latae muscles in the three, 
five, or seven.hour.holding periods, Table I and Figure 13 show that. 
th.e difference was. great:est .in -.the three hour holding per~od, and least 
in the five hour holding period, The raw fiber·shear force.was.great:er 
in each holding period for the .muscles e~cised ·hot, but these differenc·es 
were quit;:.e small, indicating that the three hour holding period was ade-:-
quate in preventing a significantly increased raw fiber shear force in-
the muscles excised hot. 
The cooked.fiber shear force was significantly greater for the ,mus-· 
cles excised hot: in . the three hour. holdi.ng period (P < 0, 05) (Table XIV) , 
-1 
The average cooked fiber shear. force was .3.67 x 10 grams_ for the mus-
-1 cles _excised hot and 3.50 x 10 grams for the muscles .excised cqld 
('Ilable II and Figure 14), The difference in co_oked fiber shear force. 
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Figure 13. Effect of Chilling Method and 



























3 HOUR 5 HOUR 7 HOUR 
HOLDING PER 100 
Figure 14. Effect of Chilling Method 
and Holding Period on 




h9ur ~el.ding periods .and neither· di~ferenci'e .was signifio.ant.. In the .. 
seven hour hol,din,g per;iod, ~he :muscles excised hot actually qad a l,ower ·. 
average coo~ed fil:>er she~r force than.the muscles ~xcised cold (Table II 
an,d Figure 14). Although .tl'lese data di$agree in terms of· differences 
betw~en hot and cold excised muscles ·in·the three ho1,Jr·holding per::(.od,, 
it .. should ;be pointec;l out .. that, in both' the raw ;and cooked fiber· shear 
force measurements, ~he ,greatest .differenc;e -occ.u.rred in, the three ,hour, 
holding period.. 
Ef:f;ect ,_of Hot and, Cold Procesising -
Fiber Shear Stress 
A difference in raw fiber·. shea:i; 1:1tress· b.etween · the hot and co~d e;""'. 
cised te,nsor fascia latae :muscles was. ,significant in the three h.our ·hold-
i~g perioq (:P < ,0.05) (Table XV). However, in this case the .muscles ex"'.". 
cised CQld showed. a significantly higher shear -st;ress ._value than ~he . 
m4scl,.es excised· hot (Table I :and Figure 15) • The·. average shear stress 
-4 2 for the musel,es excise1d hot ·was 2.09 x 10 · g/u , as comparec;l to 2.27 x. 
-4·. 2. 
10·· g/u for the mu$cles excised ,cold~ There we+e no signific4nt dif-
ferenc;es in shear stx;ess in·the five and,seve"Q. hou:i; holding periods •. 
In order tq int~rpret this apparent discrepancy iri. these .data., the i 
form\,lla for cotnput::(.p.g shear.s1;:re$s mu$t be ,analyzed. The torque re-:-
quired t;Q shear an: individual fiber is converte.d into units of force per 
unit, area (shear stress) by first multiplying by a conversion. factor at;ld 
then dividin.g by·the square of the diameter. Th,e numerator in. the.e~ua7 
tion is a rather s~ll number comparec;l to the denomin{ltor which is in 
the range ·of .100 -10;000. Th.erefore, the .diameter of the fiber, becomes 
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b~comes a reflection of fiber diamet;:er. Since the,muscles excised hot 
irt tl1;e three hour holding pe1:iod had,a higher average fiber diameter 
than the muscles excised ._cold, the .denominator. in the .eCJ.uation .for cal-
c~lation.of shear stress ~as larger for the.muscles excised hot.· This 
effect tends to mask any differences in torque which are evidenced in. 
the earlier discussion of fiber shear.fore~. 
There were no significant,diff~rences in fiber-shear stress. bet'to{een 
the ho,t · and cold exc:l,.sed, muscles for the cooked fibers in the ·three, 
five,. or seven._hour, holding periods (Table II ·and Figure 16). The fiber 
shear stress value for the muscles .excised cold was, however, higher 
t;:han the . value for the m1,1scles ·excised hot. in the three hour· ho],ding_ 
per:i,.od, _but the author again attributes this difference t;:o the grE;ater 
fiber diameter of the m1,1scles excised hot. 
Effect o:e Hot and Cold Processing -
Nip Tenderometer Value 
There were no significant differen,ces in the ,719c or the 4°c ·Nip 
Tenderometer values between the hot ,anq. col~ treat;:ments fqr the three · 
hour holding period (Table III ,and Figures 17 and 18). However, both 
o o· 
the 71_1;: and the .4 C Nip Te~derometer values·w~r~ significantly higher 
(P, < 0.05) for the five hour holding period (Tables XXXIII and XXXI,V). 
The 7], 0 c Nip Tenderometer value was 10. 02 ·lbs •. for the muecles exc:l,.sed. 
hot~. and 10.92 _lbs. for the muE;icles exci_sed. cold. The 4°c Ni,p Tendero-
meter value ,was 13.30 lbs. for the muecles excised hot and·14.87 lbs. 
for the muscles excised cold. Again, in t~e seven hour holding period, 
neit;:her difference-was significant. 





















Figure 16. Effect of Chilling Method and 




MEANS ·m IEMS/N FOR NIP· TENDEROMETER AND WARNER-BM.TZLER SHEAR VALUES· 
3 Hour 5 Hour 7 Hour· 
Holding 71°C Nip 4°C Nip Shear 0 4°c Nip W-B Shear 0 4°C'Nip W"-BShear W-B 71 C Nip 71 C Nip 
Time Value Value Value Valu~ Value Value Value Value Value 
lbs.· lbs. 1bs •. lbs. ' lbs. · lbs. lbs. lbs. , lbs. 
(N=60) (N=60) (N=l08) (N=60) (N=60) (N=108) (N=60) (N=qO) (N=l08) 
Processing 
Me~hod·· 
Hot 11.28 15 .33 · 7.54 10 .02*. 13.30* 7.08** 10.88 14.38 7.6Z 
Cold 10.42 15.00 8.58 10.92* 14.87* 9 .11*.*. 11.25 15.67 8.24 
IEMS/N 0.55 0.31 0.46 0.20 0.42 0.22 0.22 0.36 0.17 
dF 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
*(p < 0.05). · 
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significan1;:, it is interesting to note that for both the 719C and the 
4°c Nip Tenderometer values, the muscles exc:f,.sed hot required more force. 
than.the muscles excised cold (Table III and Figures .17 and 18). In the 
five and seven hour holding periods, the muscles excised cold required 
more·force than the muscles excised hot. 
The data obtained with tqe Nip Tenderometer does not .compare well 
with the measurement. of shear force with the :microsensitive shear in-
strument; except that in the th,ree hour holding period the muscles excis-
ed hot showed s.lig4t;ly higher Nip Tenderome;er values than. the muscles ; 
excised· c9ld. In the five· and .seven hour holding .periods, . the Nip Tel). .... 
derometer values s.howed th,e mu~cles excised cold to require more force 
than the muscles excised hot, while the microsensitive shear instrument. 
measureIQ.ents.of shear force showed.that the muscles excised cQld required 
slightly less force than the muscles excised hot. The explanation f9r 
this discrepancy is simply that the two.instruments are measuring differ-
ent physical properties, the microsensitive shel;l.r instrument, fiber 
' . ,· ' .. ' . ' ' 
shear force, and. the Nip· Tet).derometer; a combination of various physical,· 
properties including.squeezing, eihearing, and 1;:eai:ing. 
Effect of Hot. and Cold Processing -
Warner~Bra1;:zler Shear Force 
There was no signific,ant difference in Warner-Bratzler s.hear, force, 
between the hot and cold excised muscl.es i'Q. the. three hour holding period 
('J;'able III and Figure 19). A significant .difference was, howeve,;, ob-
seTyed in the five hour.ho~ding period (P < 0.01) (Table XXX.VIII). The 
m1;1sdes excised hot requi.red :an average shear force of 7 ~08 lbs •. ; th~ 
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the .seven hour holding period, the mu~cles excised cold again required a 
significantly higher shear force (P < 0.05) (Table XXXIX) than t~e mus-
cles excised hot. The average.shear force. for the muscles excised hot, 
was 7.62 pounds, while the ·muscles excised cold required 8.24 pounds. 
The results differ with both of those obtained with the microsensi-
tive shear instrument,and the Nip Tenderometer. With the. Warner-Brat~ler 
shear instrument, the muscles excised cold requited more force than the 
muscles excised hot in all three holding periods; With the Nip Tendero~ 
meter, the muscles excised cold in the three hour holding period s.howed 
a lower value of force to.an the muscles e:8:cised hot, although this dif-
ference was not significant (Table III and Figures 17 and 18). With the 
microsensitive shear instrument. the muscles exci~ed hot required a 
greater amount of force in each holding period with the. raw fibers, and 
in the three and·five hour holding per:i,.ods.with the cooked fibers (Table 
I and Figures .13 and 14). 
Again, the difference.reported with the use·of these various instru-
ments must.be attributed.to the fact that they are.each measuring differ-
ent physical properties of muscle, although these properties may.all be\ 
related to tenderness.. The relationship of each of these instruments to 
meat tenderness as'ascertained in tI1is study will be discussed suli>se-:' 
qtiently. 
Effect of Hot and Cold Processing -
Organoleptic Evaluation 
There were no significant ·differences obse;rved between the muscles. 
excised hot and cold in the thr.ee and five hour holding periods for dif-
ference scale rating or co.ew count (Table .IV and Figures 20 and 21). 
TABLE IV 
MEANS AND v'EMS/N FOR TENDERNESS PANEL DIFFERENCE AA.TING AND CHEW COUNT 
3 Hour 5 Hour 7 Ho~r 
Holding Difference · Chew Difference · Chew·· Difference Chew 
Time Ratingt Qount. Rating Count Rating Count 
(1-9) (1-9) (1-9) 
(N = 24) (N = 24) (N = 24) (N = 24) (N = 24) (N = 24) 
Processing 
Method 
Hot 4.88 18.25 4.38 15.83 4.29* 16.88 
Cold 4.79 18.96 4.38 16.63 5.00* 18.21 
v'EMS/N 0.24 0.96 2.45 0.40 0.19 0.47 
dF 5 5 5 5 5 5 
t(l = E~tremely. tender, 9 = Extremely tough). 
*(P·< 0 .05). 
**(p < 0.01). 
~ EXCISED HOT 















































Figure 20. Effect of Chilling Method and 
Holding Period on Tender-
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Figure 21. Effect of Chilling 
Method and Hold-




However, in_t~e seven.hour.holding period, the difference l?ICale rating 
was significantly higher.for t];le mu~cles exc:!,sed.cold(P < 0.05) (Table 
XLIV) • · The average· difference. scale rating for the muscles ,excised hqt · 
in. the 9.even ._hour. holding period WaEJ .4. 29, while the aver~ge, rating for 
the ,muscl.es excised cold was 5 .OO. There waa ·.no. significant difference 
between . the two treatments : in the seven hour holding period fo,r chew 
CO\lnt. · 
The difference scale·ratiri.g was slightly h:l;gher for the musclea ex-:-
cised ·hot in the thr.ee hou,r holding ·period~ and ,was virtuE!,lly identical 
for .. the two treatmentEJ :in· the five hour holding period. The chew· coµnt 
was ,lower for the musc:t.es ,excised hot in _the three• five, and seven hour· ,. . . ' . . . . . 
holding periods, corresponding well'wit;h what.waa reported earlier for 
the sh~ar force values obtained with t~e Warner~Bratzler shear instru~ 
ment. · Th.e. Warner-Bratder .She·ar Inst;rument did not~ however, · compar~ 
favorably with the difference EJCale ratings of the .three and. five ,hour 
hold:t.ng periods. In the :seven hou,r holding period; the .muscles e]Fci~eq· 
cold·were rated by the.panel as being significantly less tender than the 
muscles excised hot (P < o.·05), and:,the shear .force valt,1es obtained with 
tl).e Warner""'Bratzler Shear Inat;ru111ent .. showed the mus_cles ·excise~ hot. to 
have· required significantly less ahear force. than the ,muscl,es e~cised 
cold'(P-< 0.05) (Table III and'Figur~·l7). 
~e data reported earlier for the .71°c and the 4°c Nip Tenderometer-: 
readinga. correspond well ·with ·the, difference scale ratings in. the ,three 
El:nd,five _hour holding periods'in.term1;1 of genera; tr~nds.of.the means. 
The ·chew·coun,t dat;:a is comparable with t;he ·71°c and 4°c ·Nip Tenderomet~r 
means • for tl;ie five and seven hour· holdi"Qg periods~-
The·raw fiber.shear force values-obtained with ;themicrosensitive 
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shear instrument correspond favorably wit'ti the.difference sc1:tle r~tings 
in the three .and five hour holding pe;iods, but differ significantly in 
the seven hour holding period where raw fiber shear force was shoWP·to 
be· gr~ater for the muscles excised hot (Table I aQ.d Figure 13), while. 
the .muscles excised cold were rated by the panel as being significantly 
less.. tend,er than the muacle$ excised hot (P < 0,05), The cooked fiber 
shear force values correspond well.to the difference scale ratings in. 
the three, five, and seven hour hoJ.,ding perioda (Table I and Figure .14) •. 
Neither the raw or cooked fiber.shear force.values correspond.well to 
the general .trend of means reported for cllew count. 
Raw fibet;" shear stress .. showed a positive relat:l,.on~hip to the. dif-
ference scale means in the five and seven hour holding periods, but the 
relationship was ·reversed·in the three.hour.holding period. The average 
raw fiber shear stress values did not compare.favorably to tlle chew· 
count means in·the three or five hour holding periods, but did show the. 
same.general trend in the s.even hour holding pedod (Table I and Figure 
1~). The values for cooked fiber s.hear stres~ co];:'respond poorly with 
the difference s.cale .means in tqe three and seven hour holding period$ 
(Table Il and Figure 16), but both showed the hot and cold treatment 
means to.be.virtually equal in the five hour holding pedod. In addi-
tion, the fiber shear stres$ value and the chew count value for the 
three ho1.1r holding period both showed the .muscles excised cold· to be· 
slightly less tender than the muscles excised hot, however, fiber sh~ar 
stress and chew count were not positivel,y related in the five and seven 
hour holding periods~· 
+hese relationships between the variou$ physical measurements of 
~at tenderness and.the organoleptic evaluation of t~nderness will be 
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expanded subsequ~ntly in tqe discussion of partial cor,;-elation.coeffi-
cient~ between the parameters investigated in this study. 
Partial :Correlati;on Coefficients fqr Raw and . 
Cooked Fiber Measurements and Objective 
and Subjective;Tenderness· 
Measurements· 
Tl\ree Hour Holding Period. 
Tllere was, no· significant correlation observed .between raw or, cooke.d-
fiber shear force and any of the .obJective and subjective meEJ,surements 
of meat tendernes.s irt the three hqu,r holding period. (Tables V and VI). 
A.part~al correlation coefficie~t of -0.82 was significant (P < 0.05) 
bet~een raw .fibet: shear sti:ess "and cbe'tv' count• and,a partial correlat:i,on 
coefficient ·of -0 .95 was._a+so :significant (P < 0.01) between cooked, 
fiber shear stress .and c;:be.w CQunt. However, ;hes~ relatic>nships a:i;e · 
opposite of what.might be expected •. The reason for these negative as-a9-
ciations ·must be related back to the calculat!on formula for shear 
s,tress·. : As. ·fiber diameter increases, shear stress decreases; parti.al 
CQJ;"re.lation ·coefficients· of· -0. 73 and -0 .99 were observed between raw 
fiber diameter and raw fibe-r shear stress and c~oked fiber diameter and': 
cook~d fiber shear st+ess, respectively, in. the. three .hour holding 
period.· In .addition, thel;'e has ~een a generally positive relations4ip 
between fiber diameter and·chew·co~nt observed .in this study (Tables V-. . ' . . . . . 
X), and therefore as.chew count increases, possibly related t~ an i~-
crease,in fiber diamter, fiber.shear stre•s decreases .due to the .influr . . . . . . 
e11ce of .. fiber dia111etet' irt the calculatioI!, formula. The net result of 
these rela.tionships is the negative assoc;J.ation between chew count .and 
TABLE V 
PARTIAL CORRELATION C©EFFICIENTS FOR RAW FIBER MEASUREMENTS'AND. OBJECTIVE AND 
SUBJECTIVE TENDERNESS MEASUREMENTS FOR THE THREE·HOUR HOLDING PERIOD 
RD RSF RSS WB. HN CN 
RAW FIBER DIAMETER (RB) 1.00 
RAW FIBER SHEAR FORCE (RSF) 0.22 1.00 
RAW FIBER SHEAR STRESS (RSS) -0.73 0.48 1.00 
WARNER""-BRATZLER SHEAR FORCE (WB) 0 .10. 0.62 0.30 1.00 
71°C NIP TENDEROMETER VALUE (HN) 0.39 0 .20 -0.30 0 .01 · 1.00 
4°C NIP TEND~ROMETER VALUE (CN) 0.50 -0.43 -0. 77 0.70 0.55 1.00 
DIFFERENCE SCALE RATING (DSR) 0.15 o. 71 -0.70 o. 71, 0.33 0.86* 
CHEW COUNT (CC) 0.54 · -0.48 -0.82~ 0.16 0.56 0.67 
* (P < 0. 05) • 






PARTIAL CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR COOKED FIBER MEASUREMENTS AND OBJECTIVE AND·. 
SUBJECTIVE TENDERNESS MEASUREMENTS·FOR THE THREE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD 
CD CSF css WB HN CN DSR cc 
COOKED FIBER DIAMETER (CD)- LOO 
COOKED FIBER SHEAR FORCE (CSF) 0.79 1.00 
COOKED FIBER.SHEAR STRESS (CSS) -0.99** -0.72 1.00 
WARNER-BRATZLER SHEAR FORCE (WB) -0.16 -0.21 0.12 1.00 
71°C NIP TENDEROMETER VALUE (RN) 0.59 0.47 -0.56 0.01 1.00 . . 
4°C NIP TENDEROMETER VALUE (CN) o. 70 0.69 -0.62 0.70 0.55 1.00 
DIFFERENCE S<;:ALE -RATING (DSR) 0.44 o. 28 -0.36 o. 71 0.33 0.86* 1.00 
CHEW-COUNT (CC) 0.95** 0.57 -0.95** 0.16 0.56 0.67 0.56 1.00 




PARTIAL CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR RAW FIBER MEASUREMEli{TS AND OBJECTIVE AND 
SUBJECTIVE TENDERNESS MEASUREMENTS FOR THE FIVE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD 
RD RSF RSS WB Hij CN 
RAW FIBER DIAMETER (RD) 1.00 
RAW FIBER SHEAR FORCE (RSF) -0.13 1.00 
RAW FIBER SHEAR STRESS (RSS) -0. 72 0.75 1.00 
WARNER-BRATZLER SHEAR FORCE (WB) -0.09 -0.01 -0 .17 1.00 
71°c NIP TENPEROMETER VALUE (HN) 0.15 -0. 75 -0.73 0.54 1.00 
4°C NIP TENDEROMETER VALUE (CN) o.~8 -0.37 -0.61 0.68 0.53 1.00 
DIFFERENCE SCALE RATING (DSR) -0 •. 34 0.06 0.23 0.08 -0.19 -0.24 
\ 
CHEW COUNT · (CC) -0.60 0.22 0.35 0.81* 0.24 0.20 
* (P < 0.05). 





PARTIAL CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR COOK~D FIBER MEASUREMENTS 1 AND OBJECTIV.E AND. 
SUBJECTiVE TENDERNESS MEASUREMENTS FOR THE FIVE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD 
CD CSF css WB RN CN PSR .. cc 
COOKED FIBER, DIAMETER (CD). 1.00 
COOKED FIBER SHEAR FORCE (CSF) 0.28 1.00 
COOKED, FIBER SHEAR STRESS (CSS) -0.46 0.69 1.00 
WARNER-BRATZLER SHEAR FORCE. (WB). 0.52 0.12 -0.13 1.00 
71°C NIP iENDEROMETER VALUE (RN) 0.46 -0.14, -0.51 0.54 1.00 
4°C NIP. TENDEROMETER VALUE (CN) · 0.18 0.22 0.06 0.68 0.53 · 1.00 
DIFFERENCE· .SCALE RATING (DSR) o. 77 0.50 -0.09 0.08 -0.19 -0 .24 LOO 
CHEW COUNT (CC) 0.55 0.31 0.07 0.82* 0.24 0.20 0.36 1.00 
* (P < 0 .05), 
**Cr < 0. 01). 
TABLE IX 
PARTIAL CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR RAW FIBER MEASUREMENTS.AND OBJECTIVE AND 
SUBJ-ECTIVE TENDERNESS MEASUREMENTS FOR THE SEVEN HOUR HOLDING PERIOD . -
BD RSF · RSS WB HN CN 
:RAW FIBER Dil\METE~ (RD) 1.00 -
Rl\W FIBER. SHEAR FORCE · (RSF) 0.20 1.00 
RAW FIBER SHEAR ST~SS. (RSS) -0. 75 ·. -0.16 1 •. 00 
WARNER-Bru\TZLE;R -SHEAR FORCE ·.(WB). -0.08 .,..0.1_6 0.16 1.00 · 
71Q~ NIP TENDEROMETER VALVE (HN) 0.74 o. 23 '. -0.24 0.30 1.00 · 
0 4,C NIP '1;'ENDEROME;TER VALUE (CN) 0.53 -0.35 -0.68 0.34 0.20 1.00 
DIFFERENCE SCALE RATING (DSR) · 0.06 o. 72 . -0.41 0.62 .,-Q.30 0.05 
CHEW.COUNT (CC). -0.29 0.76 -0.04 0.42 -0.41 -0.29 
*(p < 0,05,). 
**(P·< 0 .01). 
DSR: .. : . cc 
1.00 
0.90* 1.00 · 
TABLE X 
PARTIAL CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR COOKED FIBER MEASUREMENTS AND OBJECTIVE AND 
SUBJECTIVE TENDERNESS MEASUREMENTS FOR THE SEVEN HOUR HOLDING PERIOD 
CD CSF css WB HN CN 
COOKED FIBER DIAMETER (CD) 1.00 
GOOK.ED. FIBER SHEAR FORCE,(CSF) 0 .83* 1.00 · 
COOKED FIBER SHEAR STRESS (CSS) -0.47 · 0.05 1.00. 
WARNER-BRATZLER SHEAR FORCE (WB) 0.52 0.76 -0.05 1.00 
71°C NIP TENDEROMETER VALUE (HN) 0.43 0.58 0.28 0.30 1.00 
4°C NIP TENDEROMETER (CN) · -0.08 -0.44 -0.49 0.34 0.20 1.00 
DIFFERENCE SCALE RATING (DSR) 0.02 -0.34 -0.26 0 .62 · -0.30 0.05 
CHEW GOUNT , (CC) 0.21 -0.08 -0.26 0.42 -o·.41 -0.29 
* (P < 0 .05). 
**(p < .0.01). 
DSE. cc 





In ad4ition to. the significant .relatio.nships between shear strel:!S 
and chew count and fiber diameter with .shear stress and chew count dis-:-
cussed above, only one.other significant.associat:f,on (P < 0.05) was ob-
served. This was a. partial correlation coefficient of +0 .• 86 between the 
71 °c Nip Tenderometer vah.ies and the difference scale. rating in, the 
three .hour ,hold:i,ng period. Th:i.s value compares favorably with a correla-:-
0 tion of -0~80 reported by Smith and Carpenter (1973) between.a 75 C Nip 
Tenderometer.reading and panel tenderness ratings based on a,9 poit}t' 
scale (9 = extremely tender; 1 = extremely tough). No other relation-:" 
ships in.the three .hour,h?lding period were significant, although a 
strong, positive correlatiot\ was. observed .between raw ffl;,er shear force 
and War~er-B.ratzler shear force (t = ,+0 .62) and raw fiber shear· force 
and difference.scale rating (r = +0.71). In addition, cooked fiber 
sh.ear force was.rather strongly correlated ,with 71° and 40°G Nip '.I'e11der-
· omet~r val,ues . ( r = +O,. 4 7, and: r = +0, 69, respectively). A partial cor-
relation coefficient of .+0.57, although nonsignificant was also reported 
between cooked.fiber shear force and chew. count. 
\ . . .· : . . ' 
Five Hour.Holding Period 
There were no.significant partial correl,.ation coefficients observed 
between any of the raw or cooked fiber .measu.rements .and any of the ol?-
j ective or subjective measurements of meat tenderness (Tables ,VII al}d 
VIII), However, a positive partial icorrelat:i,on coefficient of 0.50 was 
observed between cooked ·Jiber shear fol;'ce and difference .. scale tender-. 
ness .rating. The Nip Tenderometer readings ·(71°C and 4°C), the Warner-
Bratzler Shear Instrument, at1d the·chew count showed the muscles process-: 
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ed cold to be l~ss tendei;- 1;:han, the,muscles procei;,sed_hot, whilEr t;he,raw 
a1;1d cooked;,fiber measure111ents, of shear force. and _.shear stress··, .and the 
difference,scale ratings showed the two.treatmep.ts'to_be·approximat~~y 
equal·in terms of ten4erness. 
Th_e only ~ignificant ·paitial,. correlat.ion ,coefficient (P < 0 .OS) ob-:-
served _in tile five hour holding per·iod was between .Warner-Bratzler sq,e.ar 
. • - • . • • • - e 
force. and chew,coun~, where a positive association-of,.0.8],. _was repor~ed. 
('l'.able VIl) .• · Th1,s : partia~ corJ;"elation . coef f.icient compares well with 
v~lues, reported, by :Pear~on (1963) in a review of .the relationship be.-· 
~een Warnei:-,-Br~1;:zler sqear force ,values ap.d variou~ ,senso:ry methods~-
Pearson reported values ranging· frQm -0.60 to -0.85 with an average,of· 
1;1b,out -0. 75 based on· ra~ings whe;re tenderness increase.a 'with increa1:1ing, 
numbers on. the .scale. · Since· tenderness decreases with increa$ing num-. 
be.rs. in· a chew count. ,study~ the positive rel~tionship reported in· t~is 
s~µdl, corresponds with the negatiye ·relationshi-ps r~ported by ~earson~ 
Seven Hour Holding Period 
Again, none of tq,e raw or cqoke4 measures of fiber she~r 'for~e or 
fiber-shear stre~s were significantly related to aq.y of the ol;,_jec~ive or 
sub,jec~ive ,meas\,\res-of·mea~ tenderness.in the seven hour·hol,.ding period 
(Tables. IX. and X),. Strong relationships were, howeve;- ~ ind:i,.cated be-
tween r~w Uber shear .. force and; difference· scale te.nderness. rat:f,.ng 
( r = +0. 72) , and, raw fiber; shear for.ce ·and. chew count · ( r = +0. 76) • · In · 
addit_iqn, cqoked fiber shear force ,was stroilgly, bl\t nonsignificantly 
0 . 
r~lated toWarner-~ratzler shear.fore~ (r =,+0.76), and·n.9 N:!-p_ Tender-:-, 
ometer valt1e (r = +0.58).; The only ·significant; rel~tio~ship (P < ,0 .OS)_ 
involviilg a f~ber.meas1,1rement was·the pos:l.:tiv~ associa1;:ion (r-= +Q.8~) 
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between cooked fiber diametet" and. C()oked fiber shear ,force {Table X) .• 
The only ?ther · significant associaUon. {P < 0 ,OS)· was obaerved be.tween· 
the difference scale rati11g and the;chew-coun~ val~e {r = +0.90) {Table . ' . . . ' _. - . ' . 
IX). 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Eighteen Angus steerl3 were ranqomly assigned to one of,three poi;t-
mortem holding periods (tqree, five, and seven hours), The,tensor 
fascia latae muscle from one side of ,each. carcass was· excised, hot• afte.r 
0 having been suspended, at 16 C, for one of the .three pos~-mortem holding 
perioqs. Tensor fascia latae:muscles from the opposii;e sides were e~-
cised cqld, after ha.ving chille,d, at 1.1°C, for for~y-e:i,ght hou,rs. Ea.ch 
mt,1.scle was evaluated for raw and cooked,Jiber diameter, shear force. and 
0 0 shear stress, 71 C and 4 C Nip Tenderometer values, Warner-~ratzler 
shear force, difference scale. rat:i,ng, and chew count. In a4dition, par-
tial .correlati,on coefficients were determined between .. each of· the fiber, 
' . '·: : '' 
measurements and the .objective and subjective measurements ·of meat ten-
derness. 
In the three hour holding per:i,od, raw fiber diameter for the mu,~cles 
excised hot was significantly greater,than for the muscles e:;cised cold 
(P < 0.01). In addHion, diameter for the.cooked fibers was also great~r 
for the, muscles excise.cl hot (P < ,0. 05) . There was no significant diffe:i::-
ence in raw fiber shear force betwee-o. the two treatments, but the ,muscl,es 
excised hot required significantly more cooked ,fiber shear force tl:ian 
the muscles exc:i,sed. cold, (P < 0.05). Raw fiber shear stress was signifi-
cantly greater .for the·cold'treatment i,n the .three hour holding period 





Neither the 71 °c and 4 °c Nip Tenderomet:er values. or t~e W~rner-;-
Bratder shear val,ues were significantly different·for eacq of t~e two 
treatme"Qts it\ the ,three hour holding periqd.. In addition, no signifi-
cant differeIJce was observed between the· muscl.es excised hot anc;l .cold ,in · 
either difference.scale rat:i,.ng or chew cou1;1t. 
The only significant part;.ial correlation coeff ici·ents oqs.erved i'Q. 
0 
the.tb,ree hour holding period were positive associatiot?,s·betweel} 4 C Nip 
Te,nderomet~r value .and difference scale r~ting (P < 0.05), and cooked 
fi.be·r.diamet,er .and cq.ew co:unt, (P < ,0.01)~ and negative associations be-. 
tween raw .fiber s.hear st1;ess and· c~ew count. (P < 0 .05); cooked f:1,.ber. 
diam~~er .and cqoked fiber shear stress (P < 0.01)_, and coo~ed Uber-. 
shear stress and chew count (P < 0.01)-, . ' . .' ' 
In the five hour holding perioc;li, the1;e were no .significant differ~ 
e:p.ces observed between the. two .treatment:s·in.raw or cooked fiber.diam-. . ·' . ' ' . ' . . : ~ 
0 0 
eter, sh.ear force .or s~e.ar stress .• · Howeve:i:-, the 71 C and .4 C Nip Tender-:-
ometer .values.~ and the Warner-Bratzte.r shear val:ues were signif.~cantly; 
greater for tb,e mu~~les exci.s.ed.cold,(P < 0.05) and (P < 0.01)', respec~ 
tively. There were n(? significant .differe~ces ol;>served between tqe hot 
and,cC?ld,treatments in_differen~e-scale ra~ing or c~ew cQunt, 
The only sign:i,.ficant partial correla;io-q. coefficient .observed .. in · 
the five ho·ur holding .,perio4 wa~ betw.een .Warner-~ratzler sh~ar ,values· 
and chew count (P .< 0 .OS). None of the ;fiber mea1?ure.ment!\I wet~ si:gnif-i-: 
cantl,y cc,.rrel,ated. to an,y of the objective .or .subjective .measurelll,e~ts of 
meat:.tendernes,s. 
In the .seven hour holding periqd, no significant differences were 
observed between the hot.and cold.treatments·in.raw or cooked fiber\ 
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diameter, shear.fore~ or shear,stress. :):n addition, the differences in 
71 °c and 4 °c Nip Tenderometer values were nom~ignificant be.tween the 
muscles excised hot and cold. Warner-Bratzler shear values were, how-
ever~ significantly great~r for the .muscles excised·cold (P < 0.05). The 
difference.scale rating for the muscles excised c9ld was·also signifi-
cantly greater (P < 0.05), but the difference in chew count was nonsig-:-
nificant. 
Cooked fiber shear force was positively associated (P < 0.05) with 
cooked fiber diameter in tq.e seven hour hqlding period, but again, no 
significant correlations were observed between any of the fiber measure-
men1=s·and the objective and subject~ve measures of ;enderness. The only 
other. significant part:i,al correl~tion coefficient observed ,.in the. seven 
hour ho],cling period was a positive relationship between differenc;e ·sc~le 
rating andchew count (P < 0.05). 
It is clear, both .from a comparison of the means, and the . partial 
correlation coefficients that the fiber measurements investigated, did 
not measure meat tenderness as .it was assessed by the.various oqjective 
and ~ubjective methods ,utilized in this st~dy. However, it ·shquld .be· 
pointed 9ut.that none.of·the tenderness measures seemed to be closely 
related :j.,n all thr~e holding perfods, The experimental numbers in this 
study were relatively small., and perl;laps an experiment with greater n'l:lm-
b_ers would .produce d~fferent -,results. However, it is felt that: some. 
progress was made in the .evaluation of.the microsensi;ive shear in~tru-::-
~. . ' 
ment, and that s.ome suggestions , can b_e made regarding possib_le future· 
experi'1nents. First, there is no u~eful purpose in calculating s_hear 
stress from.the torque required to shear an individual fiber since the 
,, ' ; . ' 
dominant role of fiber diameter in the c~lcula~ion formula masks any_ 
74 
real relatic;,nship bet;ween shear stress, or fc;,.rce per u~it area, and the· 
measurement of tenderness.· Secondly, although the precision of the.in-
strum~nt seems .to have improved over previous 'studies utilizing formalin 
fixed muscle fibers, instrument; ·modifications .. should be made. in orc;ler to. 
increase the preci,sion of the instrument, and to in~rease the ease of 
op~rat;ion. In a~dition, the. author would suggest that future studies 
be.limi1+ed to coo~ed mt,1.scle fibers~ primarily because of the iiecrease·in. 
fiber distortion associated wit~ the.separation of .individual·fi~ers. 
from the fasciculi. 
In conclusion, the microsensitive sh.ear ,instrument fa:f;led ,to ·con-:-
sisten~ly relate fib.er sh~ar force .or shear stress measurement!;! to meat 
tende:i;-ness as measured by various objective and subject;ive mea.ns •. This. 
may qave been a result of the small number of experimental units. avail• 
able in t;his study; at:1d yet the.feasability of measuring fiber shear 
force wit'l;l this particul,ar instrument, and relating t;his mea~urement .. to · 
meat·te'Q.derness must :be qu~stioned at this poiqt in time. 
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TABLE XI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RAW FIBER DIAMETER DATA AT THE 
THREE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
81 
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean·Square 
Total Corrected 719 43 ,131.11 59.99 
Main Unit Analysis 11 1,461.11 
Animal 5 119.44 23.89 
Treatment 1 1,075.56 1,075.56 
Animal x Treatment 5 266 .11 53.22 
Subunit Analysis 708 41.67 
Steak 1 13.89 13.89 
Treatment x Steak 1 45.00 45.00 
Animal x Steak+ Animal x 
Treatment x Steak 10 117.78 11. 78 
Fiber (Animal Treatment Steak) 696 41,493.33 59.62 
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TABLE XII· 
ANALYSIS.OF VARIANCE OF COOKED FIBER DIAMETER DATA AT THE 
. THREE HOUR . HOLDING PsERIOD .·FOR "HOT" VERSUS ·. . . 
.-'COLD'' EXCISED · T:Ei{~OR. FASCIA LATAE 
Sou re~ DF Sum-of:S9.ua;-es Mean Sqµare 
Total Corrected 719 53,917.17 · 74.99 
Mai~ Unit Analysis 11. 2514.5! 
At1imal 5 631.84 126.37 · 
Treatment 1 1,127.50 1,J,27.50 
~~imal x Treatment 5 755.17 15:1,,.04 
Subunit; .Analysia. 708 51,402.65 
S~ea~ 1 2.34 2.34 
Treat;ment.x Steak 1 270.11 270.11 
Animal x St~~k + Animal x_ 
TI'.eat~ent.x Ste1;1.k 10 554.57- 55.46 
Fiber (Animal Trea;ment .Steak) 696 50,575.63 72.67 
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TABLE XIII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RAW FIBER SHEAR FORCE DATA AT THE 
THREE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
Source 
Total Corrected 
Main Unit Analysis 
Animal 
Treatment 
Animal x Treatment 
Subunit Analysis 
Steak 
Treatment x Steak 
Animal x Steak+ Animal x 
Treatment x Steak 































ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF COOKED FIBER SHEAR FORCE DATA AT THE 
THREE·HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 
Total Corrected 719 5,491,421.25 7,637.58 
Main Unit Analysis 11 626,460.27 
Animal 5 561,789.28 112,357.86 
Treatment 1 54,619.04 54,619.04 
Animal x Treatment 5 10 ,051. 95 2,010.39 
Subunit Analysis 708 4,864,960.98 
Steak 1 1, 271. 49 1.271.49 
Treatment x Steak 1 15,434.34 15,434.34 
Animal x Steak+ Animal x 
Treatment x Steak 10 106,346.91 10,634.69 
Fiber (Animal Treatment Steak) 696 4,741,098.24 6,813.09 
TABLE XV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RAW FIBER SHEAR STRESS DATA AT THE 
THREE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
85 
Source DF Sum of Squares · Mean.Square 
Total Corrected 719 213.89 0.30 
Main Unit Analysis 11 10.28 
Animal 5 1.42 0.29 
Treatment 1 5.49 5 .49 · 
Animal x Treatment 5 3.37 0.67 
Subunit Analysis 708 203.61 
Steak 1 0.01 0.01 
Treatment .x Steak 1 1.15 1.15 
Animal-x Steak+ Animal x 
Treatment x Stea~ 10 1.98 0.20 
Fiber (Animal Treatment Steak) 696 200.47 0.29 
TABLE XVI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIAN.CE OF COOKED FIBER SHEAR STRESS DATA AT 
THE THREE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISEn TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
86 
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 
Total Corrected 
Main Unit Analysis 
Animal 
Treatment 
Animal x Treatment 
Subunit Analysis 
Steak 
Treatment x Steak 
Animal x Steak+ Animal x 
Treatment x Steak 





















ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RAW FIB.ER DIAMETER DATA AT 
THE FIVE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD'' EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
Source DF Sum of Squares 
Total Corrected 719 42,319.00 
Main Unit Analysis 11 1,365.35 
Animal 5 1,192.51 
Treatment 1 35.11 
Animal x Treatment 5 137.73 
Subunit Analysis 708 40,953.65 
Steak 1 246.17 
Treatment x Steak 1 0.61 
Animal x Steak+ Animal x 
Treatment x Steak 10 617.24 
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TABLE. XVIII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE·OF COOKED Fl::BER DIAMETER DATA AT 
THE FIVE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR ''HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR.FASCIA LATAE 
88 
Source DF Sum of Squa:res .Mean Square 
Total Corrected 719 48,791.20 67.86 
Main Unit Analysis 11 1,584.13 
Animal 5 1,191.67 238.33 
Treatment 1 15.02 15.02 
Animal x Treatment 5 377. 44 75.49 
Subunit Analysis 708 47,207.01 
Steak 1 0.80 0.80 
Treatment x Steak 1 43.02 43.02 
Animal x Steak+ Animal x 
Treatment x Steak 10 281.11 28.11 
Fiber (Animal.Treatment Steak) 696 48,882.13 67.36 
TABLE XIX 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RAW FIBER SHEAR FORCE DATA AT 
THE FIVE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
89 
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 
Total Corrected 719 3,854,353.25 
Main Unit Analysis 11 421,339.09 
Animal 5 412,282.11 82,456.47 
Treatment 1 1,508.36 1,508.36 
Animal x Treatment 5 7,548.62 1,509. 72 
Subunit Analysis 708 3,432,974.16 
Steak 1 56.17 56.17 
Treatment x Steak 1 4,861. 72 4 ,861. 72 
Animal x Steak+ Animal x 
Trea~ment x Steak 10 51,347.85 5,134.79 
Fiber (Animal Treatment Steak) 696 3,376,748.41. 4 ,851.65 
TABLE XX 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF COOKED SHEAR FORCE DATA AT 
THE FIVE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LAl'AE 
Source DF Sum of Squares 
Total Corrected 719 5,465,605.66 
Main Unit Analysis 11 570,854.51 
Animal 5 528,739.48 
Treatment 1 8,377.67 
Animal x Treatment 5 33,537.36 
Subunit .Analysis 708 4,874,761.15 
Steak 1 7,253.97 
Treatment x Steak 1 427.17 
Animal x Steak+ Animal x 
Treatment x. Steak 10 97,892.12 
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TABLE XX! 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RAW FIBE~ SHEAR STRESS DATA AT 
THE FIVE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
91 
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 
Total Corrected 719 350.15 0.47 
Main Unit Analysis 11 5.90 
Animal 5 3.85 0.77 
Treatment 1 o.oo o.oo 
Animal x Treatment 5 0.05 0.41 
Subunit Analysis 708 334.24 
Steak 1 3. 77 3. 77 
Treatment x Steak 1 0.47 0.47 
Animal x Steak+ Animal x 
Treatment x Steak 10 7.21 o. 72 
Fiber (Animal Treatment Steak) 696 332.80 0.48 
TABLE XXII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF COOKED FIBER SHEAR STRESS DATA AT 
THE FIVE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
92 
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 
Total Corrected 719 248.62 0. 35. 
Main Unit Analysis 11 9.41 
Animal 5 5.38 1.08 
Treatment 1 0.13 0.13 
Animal x Treatment 5 3.90 0.78 
Subunit Analysis 708 239.21 
Steak 1 0.42 0.42 
Treatment x Steak 1 0.08 0.08 
Animal x Steak+ Animal x 
Treatment x Steak 10 6.67 0.67 
Fiber (Animal Treatment Steak) 696 230.04 0.33 
TABLE XXIII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RAW FIBER DIAMETER DATA AT 
THE SEVEN HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
Source DF Sum of Squares 
Total Corrected 719 43,343.17 
Main Unit Analysis 11 844.86 
Animal 5 357. 36 
Treatment 1 170.14 
Animal x Treatment 5 322.36 
Subunit Analysis 708 42,498.34 
Steak 1 11.25 
Treatment xS~eak 1 170.14 
Animal x Steak+ Animal x 
Treatment x Steak 10 620.28 












ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF COOKED FIBE~ DIAMETER DATA AT 
THE SEVEN HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
94 
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 
Total Corrected 719 52,407.86 72 .87 
Main Unit Analysis 11 2,168.19 
Animal 5 1,772.36 354.47 
Treatment 1 50.14 50.14 
Animal x Treatment 5 345.69 69.14 
Subunit Analysis 708 50 ,241. 6 7 
Steak 1 211.25 211.25 
Treatment x Steak 1 86.81 86.81 
Animal x .Steak+ Animal x 
Treatment x Steak 10 1,373.61 137. 36 
Fiber (Animal Treatment Steak) 696 48,570.00 69,78 
95 
TABLE XXV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RAW FIBER SHEAR FORCE DATA AT 
THE SEVEN HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square· 
Total Corrected'. 719 2,706,638.78 3,764.45 
Main Unit Analysis· 11 49,262.74 
Animal 5 30,964.31 6,192.86 
Treatment 1 6,834.65 6,834.65 
Animal x Treatment 5 11,463.78 2, 292. 76 
Subunit Analysis 708 2,657,376.04 
Steak 1 3,595.18 3,595.18 
Treatment x Steak 1 767. 77 767.79 
Animal x Steak+ Animal x 
Treatment x St~ak 10 29,055.91 2,905.59 
·Fiber (Animal Treatment· Steak) 696 2,623,957.17 3,770.05 
96 
TABLE XXVI· 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF COOKED FIBER SHEAR FORCE DATA AT 
THE SEVEN HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD".EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
Source DF Sum.of Squares Mean Square 
Total Corrected· 719 4,584,688.67 6,376.48 
Main Unit Analysis 11 329,360.90 
Animal. 5 272,627.18 54,525.44 
Treat11).ent 1 27,942.74 27,942.74 
Animal x Treatment 5 28,790.98 5,758.26 
Subunit Analysis 708 4,255,327.78 
Steak 1 3,760.46 3,760.46 
Treatment x Steak 1 1,862.18 1,862.18 
Animal x Steak+ Animal x 
Treatment_x Ste~k 10 81,217.66 8,121.77 
Fiber (Animal Treatment St~ak) 696 4,168,487.48 5,987.21 . . 
TABLE XXVII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RAW FIBER SHEAR STRESS DATA AT 
THE SEVEN liOUR HOLDING P.ERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
97 
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Squ~re 
Total Corrected 719 1,551.28 2.16 
• 
Main Unit Analysis 11 38.34 
Animal 5 20.00 4.04 
Treatment 1 3.53 3.53 
Animal x Treatme~t 5 14.61 2.92 
Subunit Analysis 708 1,512.95 
Steak 1 4.43 4.43 
Treatment x Steak 1 6.10 6.10 
Animal x Steak+ Animal x 
Treatme~t x Steak 10 19.44 1.94 
Fiber. (Animal Treatment Steak) 696 1,482.98 2.13 
TABLE XXVIII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE Of COOKED FIBER SHEAR STRESS DATA AT 
THE SEVEN HOUR HOLDING .PERIOD FOR "HOTII VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
98 
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean· Squar~ . 
Total Cor~ected: 719 266.34 0.37 
Main Unit Analysi$ 11 6.63 
Animal 5 4.83 0.97 
Treatment .. 1 0.14 0.14 
Animal x Treatment 5 1.66 0.33 
Subunit Analysis 708 259. 72 
Steak 1 0.53 0.53 
Treatment x Steak 1 0.13 0.13 
Animal x ~teak+ Animal x 
Treatment x Steak 10 7.29 0.73 
Fiber (Animal Treat:ment·St;~ak) 696 251,77 0.36 
TABLE XXIX 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 71°C NIP TENDEROMETER DATA AT 
THE THREE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
99 
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 
Total Corrected 
Main Unit Analaysis 
Animal 
Treatment 
Animal x Treatment 
Subunit Analysis 
Steak 
Treatment x Steak 
Animal,x Steak Animal x 























ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 4°C NIP TENDEROMETER DATA AT 
THE THREE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
100 
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 
Total Corrected 
Main Unit Analysis 
Animal 
Treatment 
Animal x Treatment 
Subunit Analysis 
Steak 
Treatment x Steak 
Animal x Steak Animal x 

















5 .63 5.63 
28.03 28.03 
38 .93 3.89 
217.60 2.27 
TABLE XXXI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 71°C NIP TENDEROMETER DATA AT 
THE FIVE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
101 
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 
,,·"'-
Total Corrected 119 551. 87 4.64 
Main Unit Analysis 11 311.87 
Animal 5 275.37 55.07 
Treatment 1 24.30 24 .30 
Animal x Treatment 5 12.20 2.44 
Subunit Analysis 108 240.00 
Steak 1 5.63 5.63 
Treatment x Steak 1 o.oo o.oo 
Animal x Steak Animal x 
Treatment x Steak 10 98.37 9.84 
Residual 96 136.00 1.42 
TABLE XXXII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 4°C NIP TENDEROMETER DATA AT 
THE FIVE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
102 
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 
Total Corrected 
Main Unit Analysis 
Animal 
Treatment 
Animal x Treatment 
Subunit Analysis 
Steak 
Treatment x Steak 
Animal x Steak Animal x 























ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 71°C NIP TENDEROMETER DATA AT 
THE SEVEN HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
' "COLD" EXCISED·TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
103 
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 
Total Corrected 119 407.47 3 .42 
Main Unit Analysis 11 155.57 
Animal 5 137.57 27.51 
Treatment 1 4.03 4~03 
Animal x Treatment 5 14.27 2.85 
Subunit.Analysis 108 251.60 
Steak 1 4.03 4.03 
Treatment x Steak 1 3.33 3.33 
Animal~ Steak Animal.x 
Trea;ment x Steak 10 102.23 10.22 
Residual· 96 142.00 1.48 
TABLE XXXIV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 4°C NIP TENDEROMETER DATA AT 
THE SEVEN HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
104 
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 
Total Corrected 119 618.93 5.20 
Main Unit Analysis 11 270.03 
Animal 5 182.48 36.50 
Treatment 1 49.41 49.41 
Animal x Treatme~t 5 38.14 7.63 
Subunit Analysis 108 348.91 
Steak 1 0.01 0.01 
Treatment x Steak 1 1.88 1.88 
Animal x Steak Animal x 
Treatment x Steak 10 107 .02 10.70 
Residual 96 240.00 2.50 
TABLE XXXV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF WARNER-BRATZLER SHEAR DATA AT 
THE THREE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLI;>" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
105 
Source DF Sum of Squares · Mean Square 
Total Corrected 215 791. 75 3.68 
Main Unit Analysis 11 228.23 
Animal 5 57 .30 11.46 
Treatment 1 58.39 58. 39 
Animal x Treatment 5 112.54 22.51 
Subunit Analysis 204 563.52 
Steak 1 6.10 6.10 
Treatment x.Steak 1 0.32 0.32 
Animal x Steak Animal x 
Treatment x Steak 10 48.56 4.86 
Residual 192 508.55 2.65 
TABLE XXXVI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF WARNER-BRATZLER SHEAR DATA AT 
THE FIVE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
106 
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 
Total Corrected 






Treatment x Steak 
Animal x Steak Animal x 






















ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF WARNER-BRATZLER SHEAR DATA AT 
THE SEVEN HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT".VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
107 
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 
Total Corrected 215 471. 25 2.19 
Main Unit Analysis 11 74.99 
Animal 5 45.15 9.03 
Treatment 1 20.66 20 .66 
Animal x Treatment 5 9.18 1.84 
Subunit Analysis 204 396.27 
Steak 1 28.75 28.75 
Treatment x Steak 1 3.84 3.84 
Animal x Steak Animal x 
Treatment x.Steak 10 61.11 6.11 
Residual 192 302.56 1.58 
TABLE XXXVIII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF DIFFERENCE SCALE RATING DATA AT 
THE THREE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
108 
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 
Total Correct;ed 47 102.67 
Animal 5 49.67 
Treatment 1 0.08 
Animal x Treatment 5 6.92 
Residual 36 46.00 
TABLE XXXIX 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CHEW COUNT DATA AT THE 
THREE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
Source DF Sum of Squares 
Total .Cor,rected 47 1, 721.48 
Animal 5 404.85 
Treatment 1 6.02 
Animal x Treatment 5 109.85 













ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF DIFFERENCE SCALE RATING DATA AT 
THE FIVE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD·FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
109 
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean S.qua;e 
Total Corrected· 47 111.25 
Animal 5 46.75 
Treatment 1 o.oo 
Animal x Treatment 5 2.00 
Residual 36 62.50 
TABLE XLI· 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CHEW COUNT DATA AT THE 
FIVE HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
Source DF Sum of Squares 
Total Corrected 47 448.48 
Animal 5 127.85 
Treatment 1 7.52 
Animal x Treatment 5 19.35 













ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF DIFFERENCE SCALE RATING DATA AT 
THE SEVEN HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS 
"COLD" EXCISED TENSOR FASCIA LATAE 
110 
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 







Treatment 5 4.35 
36 59.25 
TABLE XLIII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CHEW COUNT DATA AT THE SEVEN 
HOUR HOLDING PERIOD FOR "HOT" VERSUS "COLD" 






Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 
Total Corrected 47 923.92 19.66 
Animal 5 75.67 15.13 
Treatment 1 21.33 21.33 
Animal x Treatment 5 26 .42 5.28 
Residual 36 800.50 22.24 
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